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LICKS OF

Frenzied Counter Attacks of
Foe Fail to Halt Forward
of Franco-Britis- h
Sweep
Along
ENGLISH

Front,

75-mi- le

AP:

ALMOST

AT GATES OF PERONNE

Fly-Catchi-

lithe

JOURNAL SfkCIAl.

LRARFD

WtRC

London, Aug. 27. Lord Buxton, governor
general of the
Union of South Africa, hus din
covered the kaiser's real place in
the world,
He's an Insect we all knew
tliut. Hut Lord Buxton tells what
kind of an inse t. He likens Kill
the J Inn to a
bug,
the praying mantis, a carniveroas
hypocrite, which, when holding
out its arms as if in prayer, is
really on the lookout for its victim.
Ho the
kaiser, pretending to
pray and invoke the aid of his
friend Gott, is all 'the time looking around to see what other hellish frlghtfulncss he can commit.
The kaiser, like the mantis, prays
with an "e" instead of an "a."
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LEADS TO A SERIOUS OUTBREAK
One of Our Officers Is Killed, Another
Seriously Wounded, Be
tvveen Ten and Twenty Soldiers and One Civilian

Lose.
Their Lives in Fight at Border Town; Casualties on Other
Side Are Estimated at' 100; Mexicans Are
Alleged to
Have Fired First, the Sound of Their Shots
Bringing Men
to the Scene From Both Sides of the International
Line;
Civilians Take a Hand; Reinforcements Are
Rushed
Being
From Fort Huachuca.

BONE OR! NATION
ON JULY 1, NEXT,

0

d

Tnnnv nriKonprn.

Bapaurnn, one oi the strategic points
over which there has been much
heavy fighting, is still held by the
Germans, but the British are now so
nearly around it that possibly few of
the enemy remain tnRide the shell-tor- n
town. The British on the west
are on the outskirts of the place, and
doubtlets it soon will be nipped out
of the battle line In the pincer movement that is being employed agalnW
it.
Airmen Harass Fnrmy, '
In the north the British already are
across the tipper end of the old
line and if their progress continues they soon will be able to operate to the east of the line on unscarred
ground on which tanks and cavalry
can be brought into the fray with
good rsults. '
Behind the lines everywhere French
and British airmen are harassing the
Germans in retreat,, but in this work
or
they are being mt by large lorces
enemy airmen, who are fighting hard
in an endeavor to 'make secure the
retrograde movement of their foot
soldiers.
On the Vesle front, the Americans
and Germans are In a rather bitter
towns of Flsmette and
fight in the
Bazoches.- - The Americans started the
trouble at Razorhes and the Germans
attack-o-

Fls-

mette. At last accounts the Americans
had, the upper hand in both places.

THE WEATHER
FORECAST.
Mex
Den'er, Colo., Aug.
ico: Wednesday partly cloudy: Thurs
cooler.
local
thundershowers
and
day
ArlEona: Wednesday partly cloudy
Thursday partly cloudy,
probably
mowers and cooler east portion.
27.--N-

I.OCAIj-

-

REPORT.

A summary of local weathar rondl-- l
tlons for the Iwenty-fou- r
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 93 degrees; minimum, SB: range, 67: temperature t
i p. m., (8; southeast winds; clear.
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New York girls clad in overalls carrying lumber just like a man at one

of1

the big

Factions

of: Both

to Early Action on
Bill
Booze at
Banishing
Least for War's Duration,

Agree

seventy-five-mil-

reciprocated with 'an

QjFH
plants.

Leaders

l
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SUBMARINE

FAILING HEALTH

CHASER SUNK UK

FALL OP BAPAUME
TO BRITISH BUT

CAUSES PAGE TO
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Washington, Aug. 27. With a general informal understanding to provide for nation-wid- e
"hone dry" prohibition beginning July 1, 1919, and
continuing during the war, the senate tomorrow will resume consideration of the prohibition measure which
has been pending for many months.
Leaders of both "wet" and "dry"
factions late today announced that
sentiment was general in support of
absolute prohibition from January 1,
1919, as proposed in the pending bill,
until July 1 next. Prompt passage of
the- -

mt.i jyre

hit th

emipi'ovrt-,.-

iir--"

A

MERCHANT SHIP

ere-.v-

ENEMY FORCES IN

RESIGN

POST
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ARMY OFFICER GETS 10
YEARS FOR DESERTION

BAZOCHES REGION

lV MORN, NO JOURNAL RACIAL LCAStO WIRC!
Washington. Augi'27. Aonroval hv
President Wilson of the conviction of
becond Lieut.. Stanley F. Walker, infantry reserve eorps, of the charge or
1RT MORNINQ JOURNAL RPICAL LtARID WIRR1
desertlbn, was announced by the war
With the American Forces on tho department today. Tho sentence oi.
Vesle Front, Aug. 27 (by the Associat- twenty-fiv- e
years imprisonment. it
ed Press, 4 p. m.) American troops hard labor, however, was reduced to
ten
years by the president..
today attacked tho Germans in the
While on duty at Camp " Lewis,
region of Bazoches, three miles west
of Fismes. Simultaneously the Ger Washington, last February, Walker
mans attacked the American lines at disappeared and was not located by
rismette, about a mile northwest of the military authorities until he surFismes.
rendered himself in Washington thret
a
Infantry fighting in the outskirts of weeks later.
Baaoehes stilhls continuing.
The Americans at present are hold- - KERMIT ROOSEVELT IS
me upper nand.
in tneir attack on Fismette the
AWARDED FRENCH CROSS
Germans bombarded the town with
neay guns and aerial bombs. German
lUr MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LtAMO WIRR)
aviators endeavored
to drive tho
Americans from the houses in Fis- Ijondon. Aug. 27. The award, to
meiie so ma- uerman machine gun- "temporary and honorary Captain
ners In the hills could, pick them off. Kermit Koosevelt," son of Colonel
One German airplane descended Roosevelt, of the military cross for
within BOO feet of the Flsmette roads. services in Mesopotamia,
wag anfiring machine guns. The Americans nounced in the official Gazette todrove it away with their machine night.
are holding
guns. The Americans
Until he joined 'he American forces
In France, Captain Roosevelt was at,
jusmeue aecureiy.
The German artillery continued to tached to the British army in Meso'bomnard tne village at intervals dur- potamia on special duty.
ing the day.
The American attack on Baznchea
was made in daylight and the Ameri- MEN BETWEEN 45 AND
alcans improved their positions,
55 MAY JOIN COLORS
though the Germans resisted stubbornly,
. The Germans
endeavored to send
IY MORNINQ JOURNAL RRCOIAL UHD WlRtl
additional infantrymen to reinforce
Washington,
Aug. 27. In order
as
their lines and
they passed down that young men may' be released for
the' hill north of Baioches many of more active positions,
the enlistment
them Were killed by the French and of men between the ages of 45 and
American artillery and machine guns. 65 years has been approved by the
A stiff barrage preceded the Amerwar department ordnance
ican Infantry and the homhnnlment quartermaster and medicaldepartment,
corps arujl
wrs answered Viclousl
the
Qei
for certain branches of the sirnal
by
man:.
corps.
-
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-

;
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Washington. Aug. 27 Walter nine
Page of Garden City. N. v.. nmbassa- of tho United States to Great Mrltnin
since April, J 9 :t. because of III health
has submitted his resignation to Pres
ident Wilson, who has accented it.
The fact that the resignation had
been, accepted became known unof
ficially alter the news that it had beo
tendered had come in an Associated
Press dispatch from Iomlon.
Officials would not discuss Mr.
Page's probablo successor In the ab
sence of a formal announcement of
1

retirement.

Ins

London, Aiijj. 27. Walter. Itines
I age, the American ambassador
t i
Great Britain, is about to resign on
account of ill health, according to an
announcement made here today.
Ambassador Page has been in poor
health for some months owtng to th?
long strain of war work. lie took a
vacation of two months early in the
summer and then returned to London
for a short time. He was unable,
however, too keep engagements ftr
public appearances and was again
Ito
compelled to uo to the country.
and Mrs. Page,wil return to America.
Ambassador Pape has been the rep
resentative of the United States at the
court of fit. James since April 21.
191.1.
Before his appointment he was
editor of the World's Work.
In March. 1!H4. he attracted con
8iderablo attention by remarks he
made at a dinner in referring to th
Monroe doctrine and the Panama

canal. This address, which was mad'!
as a, compliment to President Wil
son's speech on Central American re
discus
lations, caused considerable
sion, ljut it was endorsed by the president ufter Mi, Page had cabled Its
Cull text to Washington.
Dnrlnir the dlivs when Amerirnri
troops were at Vera Crua and were
operating across tho Mexican borde'
Mr. Page was called upon to carry on
labors which were very heavy and
During tho period before
exacting.
the United turtles entered the war thej
American embassy was one of the
busiest spots in Kngland. Many thou
sands of Americans who were abroa l
when the war demoralized
travel,
went to London and there got in
touch with thoir relatives in this
country or found means to continue
their journeys to the United States.
,

Hun Officer who
Sank Lusitania
Paris,

Aug.

27.

Lieutenant

Schwleger, who sank the Lusita- cap'ured. by a
nia, has been
French patrol boat In the Medto La Jour--na- l.
according
iterranean,
A largo submarine, of which
he was second In command, had
Just torpedoed a British s'eam- er between Malta and Sicily, The
German was waiting to see the
'wo French
Vessel sink when
patrol boats emerged from the
Of the
fog and sank the
erew of 75 only one officer and
were
rescued
men
four
by tho
;
'.
:
patrol boats.

.

,

Rrk nt Head "Y" Irlvc.
P..
Panta Fe, Aug. 27.
Mott, general secretary, of the war
of the United
works committee
States, has designated S. J. Brient.
secretary of the Y. M. C. A. at El
Paso, as director for the V. II. C. A,
drive for funds In New Mexico, be--- .
ginning November 11.
.

Dr.-Joh-

NO JOURNAL

LlABKO
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WIRK

With the British Forces In Franco,
-A
Aug.
portion of the Illnden-bur- g
line northwest of Fontnlne-l.- e
Crosilles, southeast of Arras, whs
today by the British troops and
mopped up.
The town of Marleourt and tho
ground to the cast, of it sra In HrltNh
hands. Tronos station and the wood
and ground to the east were captured
y
by the British and
also was taken.
Xorth of the River Somme. Field
Marshal Ilalg's troops this Inornlns
attacked nloiiu a front of S.000 yards.
They gained great results. Montau-ban- ,
northwest of Alumctx, was seer,
to be falling this morning.
The British have reached the neighborhood of Dompicrro.
This is only
six miles from Peronne.
Tho capture of Hapaume, hy the
Itritish apparently is only a matter
of a few hours. The
outskirts of
Plonvnin have been reached.
Hiluicouit tower and the lown of
Wancourt were taken by the British
after tin all night fight.
Fighting is going on In the outskirts of
To (he cast of Bapaume the British
lino has been extended
along tho
railway toward Cambral.
27.-3-

can-tare-

Moulin-De-Farg-

.

CZECHOSLOVAKS
ARE

CT MS OF

V

Special Leased Wire)
detachment of the Tenth Cavalry
crossed the border int pursuit of the
Mexicans, but this was not confirm-ed- .
The fighting which started
4:05 p. m., continued without abatement until 5:30, when It died down
except for an occasional sniping shot
along the long International street.Adobe IIoiihch Popular.
At K:30 a white flng was displayed
hv' the Mexicans a
parley followed but
the sniping continued
until after T
o'clock. Bullets fell !n Nogales arid
civilians were ordered to remain indoors and without the rone of fire.
Adobe houses, because their walls con
net be nlerced by high power bullets,
were especially popular and many,
families spent
the night in these
,t- buildings with friends-

..("APT. J. 1) .HUNGRRFOHD was
killed in action,
CdHPtiRAL BAUNUV LOT55 was
also killed.
Lieut. Col: Frederick J. Herman
was wounded in the right leg.
Lieut. Luke Croft us was seriously
wounded In tho body.
Capt. H, C. Caron was wounded In
the arm.
S.
Lieut.
Lockwood
was
also
wounded.
Gaston Iteddock, reported killed to- niglil, was. seriously if not fatally
wounded. lie was a customs guard.
Another civilian named Cooley was
reported to nave fceen wounded.
TaeRo
facts iere officially announced here late tonight ufter a stir,
vey of the town and camp had been
made.
Mexican Casualties I'nknmvii.
While the casualties on the Mexican side of the border were not
known tonight, It was estimated that
100 had been killed by fire from tho
American sM while at least twice this
number, including a number of civilians, were wounded. It was reported
tonight that the mayor of Nogales,
Snnora, was killed bnt this was not
confirmed.
The fighting followed the alleged
efforts of a Mexican custom official
to smuggle a fellow
countryman
across the boundary Into' the United
States. An American sentry attempted to stop him. The two Mexicans
fired at the sentry across the street,
striking him In the right arm. The
fire wag returned by American patrols and after Mexicans had rushed
from nearby buildings
and started
shooting across the Ime from behind
buildings and wylls, the firing became
general.
Reinforcements
the Thirty-fift-

GKV.

MORN, NO

JOURNAL SPECIAL LCARtO WISH

Vladivostok; Aug.' 27 (by the Asso
ciated Press). Following the recent
retirement of General
Kalmlntoff't
Cossacks In the Ussuri river district
the Bolsheviki red guards passed b
force, disguised as peasants and trav
eling in farm wagons, to the right and
rear of the Czecho-Slova- k
troojis, and
k
raked tne i
positions
with machine guns from a hill. The
s
were again forced to
retire a condireable distance with casualties. The Japanese and American
troops at the time were not tn a posi
tion to assist the
The
red guards made an unsuccessful
demonstration
against the railroad
lino between Nikolsk and Pogranii- china. They evidently Intended to In
terrupt communication between VladTho second
ivostok and Harding.
contingent of American
troops ha.
been established at the base at the
The
has has ex- head of the bay.
cellent storage and railway facilities
and quarter for the arriving troops.
The commander of the forces hns
organized a labor battalion of BOO
enemy prisoners, part of tho large
number taken by tho
thus relieving the latter of feeding
them. The men are working with ap'
parent willingness.
zecno-Miova-

Czecho-Slovak-

s.

,

Czecho-Slovak-

one-ha-

lf

can.".

s,
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JAP RULER TO HEAR
'
RICE RIOT REPORTS
.

Tokio, Aug. 21 (Wednesday, bv the
Associated Press.) Kmperor Yoshi- hlto today summoned governmental
officials to the palae"- - to hear their
now
reports on the race riots whichcontinhave virtually ceased. Tntvst
In
minor districts where
ues, however,
considerable damage has been done
and a number of itoters killed.

.t

'

h

BOLSHEVIK RUSE

Czccho-Hlovak-

French Capture
s,

MORN,

(Bj Morning Journal
One Amer
ogaies, Al lz., Aug. I
ican officer fell fighting In the streets
of Nogales late today, one civilian
was killed, another efficcr seriousb
wounded and between ten and twenty
American soldiers killed during the
skirmish which took place along International avtenue between American
troops and Mexicans In N'ogales. Sonera. Approximately
15 Americans
were wounded including
Lieutenant
Colonel Frederick J. Merman,
who
was shot through the right leg while
tho
American
commanding
troops hut
continued In command on crutches.-Two Americans were killed, twenty!
nine wounded, and more than 800
American troops were cngiigcf for one
and
hours on tho border
here late today, during a skirmish
between American troops and Mexi'
.

American Naval Vessel Is Mis- United States Ambassador to Haig's Men Arc Closing In on
Court of St, James Forced
taken for a German
Important Position; Its Loss
to Retire From Public Life,
and Sent to Bottom; 17
by Germans Expected at
Most Any Time,
.Members of Crew Missing, . , Is Announcement,
i.

eluded was predicted. Some believed
it might be passed tomorrow. Sena'V R,ORN,N JOURNAL RPCOAL L'ASVO WIRfl
tor Sheppard of Texas, manager of the
Washington,
Aug. 27. American
"dry" forces, said the final vote prob- submarine
chaser No. 201), operating
before cut of
ably would not be reached
Philadelphia, was .mistaken for
Thursday.
a submarine
by a merchant steamer
Wino Interests to Fight.
off fire Island, N. Y., early this morn
T'nder the compromise arranged by
sent
to
and
the bottom.
Seventeen
leaders of the two senate factions, to Ing
,
members of her
including the
be formall ypresented as an amendthe
commander
and
executive
officer,
ment by Senator Sheppard, manufac ore
missing.
ture of beer und wines would stop
The
was manned by naval re
way 1, 1919, instead of November 1, serves. chaser
KiRht of the Burvivous. some
l!UK. as provided in the present bill
of
them
have been- landed
Production of distilled beverages al- at New wounded,
Tork and one has ben land
ready has ceased under the food con- ed at
Del.
trol law.
The iwes,
merchant ship was the Amer
Wine Interests are' expected to make
can
steamer
Felix Taussig. In the
a final fight to postpone operation of
her naval armed guard mistho measure.. At a hearing today be daikneps
fore the senate agriculture committee took tHe chaser for an enemy submaand opened fire, destroying the
representatives of California grape rine
lime crart before tho mistake was
growers asked for postponement of discovered.
,
tne prohibition effective date until
The patrol chaser was a converted
July 1, 1020.
yacht of small tonnage. The injured
survivors, picked up l,y a. United
FORD RUNNING THIRD
States destroyer, were transferred
upon their arrival hero to u hospital
IN SENATORIAL
RACE ship.
Of the survivors landed, the fol
lowing were wounded:
Imr MORN, NO JOURNAL RRICIAL LgARKD WIRRJ
Thomas
Harren, chief boatswain's
Detroit, Aug. 2S (Wednesday).
mate.
Henry Ford of Detroit dropped from
Claude Wild machinist's mate.
second to third place in the republiCharles W. Thomas, seaman,
can senatorial race o nthe face of un- mate.
official returns, while
11. A.
Commander
Corcoran, quartermaster.
Truman II. Newberry increased his
t'nwounded survivors are:
lead.
Klmer Gleason, machinist's mate.
Klmer S. Kirby, electrician.
Claude Kalney, iiuartermaster.
S.
Clarence
machinist's
Kvans,
YANKEES ATTACK
George II. Weigand, gunner's mate.
Vessels are searching in the vicinity
with the hope that other forvivors
may still bo afloat.

.

0

ATTEMPT OF MEXICAN SENTRIES
d

TO SMUGGLE MEN ACROSS BORDER

Associated

Press.)
Frenzied counter-attack- s
by the foe
have failed to hold back the British
and French armies who are hard after
e
the Hermans on the
battle front from the north of Arras
to the region of Soissons.
All along the front the German line
has given way before the pressure of
the Uritish and French troops at
points where the falling back of the
enemy or the capture of towns and
roads running eastward odds greatly
to his already serious predicament
irom the standpoint of strategy.
Numerous towns, villages and ham
lets have fallen into the hunds of the
British and French in the continua
tion of the fighting, and scarcely any
where along the battle front have the
Hermans been able to do more than
delay the allies when they knock for
admittance to the German line. Rear
guard actions in which innumerable
machine guns are used also are serv
ing merely to Jceep the allied advance
Hkiwed down as fur a.) possttife, while
the main German' armies make their
wav eastward in retreat toward new
positions.
British Are year Peronne.
In the region around Arras the
British are now well astride the roads
leading to Pouai and Cambral and
furlher south along the Homme they
have pressed forward until they are
almost at the gates of Peronne.
Between the Somme and the Oisej
the French have broken the backbone
of the German resistanc at Roye, cai- taring this pivotal point to an invasion eastward of the plains of Pieardy
and advancing their lines north and
south of the town over a front of about
twelve and a half miles, to a depth of
more than two and a half miles at certain points. North of Soissons the
French again have advanced slightly
their line in the outflanking movement, both against the Chemin Pen
Dames region and the Noyon sector.
Grimms Lose Heavily,
Kverywhere the Germans have lost
heavily In men killed or made prisoner
and in' addition, the allied troops again
have captured numerous guns, machine puns and war stores. The prisoners taken by the British from last
Wednesday to Mondav of the present
week aggregated 21,000. In the fighting Tuesday around St. Mard, west of
Roye, the French secured 1,100 captives.
The Canadian troops are fighting in
lively fashion between the Sensee and
Scarpe rivers, and to them have fallen
numerous German-helvillages and
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Firing on United

Women Taking Places of Men

is Likened to a

French Take Roye and Advance Their Lines More
Than 2
Miles at Points;
German Losses Heavy,
1-
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Infantry detachment and the
Tenth (colored) Cavalry were rushed
to the border and took up combnf
positions It was estimated more than
.100 American
soldiers and at least
HO civilians
participated In the shootwas
ing. It
reported tonight that a

CENSORSHIP ORDERS
BITTERLY

I

(V

MORN,

NO

ATTACKED

JOURNAL RRICIAL

Washington,

Aug. 27.

LBARRO

WIRt
cen-

Army

sorship orders barring transmission
abroad certain features of the recent
report of the senate military subcom-

mittee which
alrcra't
Investigated
production, were sharply attacked toIn
the
senate
day
by republican senators. They declared Information in
tho report already is known to the
allies and the enemy and charged that
the purpose of the orders was to pre
vent the Information
going to the
American people.
Senator Lodge of Massachusetts, republican leader, said the plain pur
pose of the censorship orders whs to
influence publiahers against publication ot the report in this country.

WILL ASK U, S. TO
FURNISH FREE WATER
IVY MORNINO,

JOURNAL RRRmAl LtARIO

WtRRl

Las Cruces, N, M., Aug. 27.
Farmers and land owners in the
valley have been asked to attend
a meoting September 10 to adopt resolutions, asking the government to
furnish free water to all land owners
under the Elephant Butte dum during the war. A call for this meeting
was issued today and was signed by
Me-sil- la

rUUf-tMvVF FOR
OGI.F.S TO TAKK ('II A Ron

Donglns, Art,. : Aug. 27 General
Pe rt. C Cabell, commander of t.h
Arizona district, left by automobile
nt S o'clock tonight for Xmrulet to'
fnke charge there until quiet ia'
MAYOlt OF C4iI,FS SOX..
SAID TO IIAVK IOST LfFR
Nogales, Ariz., Aug 27 The mavor
of Nogales Sonora, reported to hnve
been killed was Felix Penaloz.i.
death h"s not been confirmed, IIt)
nl
though he was 1'tiown to have been
In the thick of the fighting. Mexican
Consul Oarza 7rtuche.
stationed,
here, stated tonight he did not
Ileve the 1ops"9 on the Mexican side
of Hie line would be as heavv as
by American officer.

Tucson, Ariz, Aug. 27 When
Mexican sentries patrolling the inter- -,
national line In Kocnles, Ponora, this
afternoon at 4 o'clock, attempted to
ones a Mexican across tho line
Nogales, Ariz., at Morley and Interna- - -tlnnnl avenues, an American sentry
smiKht to ston him and drew his gun.
The two Mexican guards opened fire -on the American sentrymsn, where- - J
upon, as though firing had been a sgl- nnl, Mexican troops rushed out of the'''
NokhIpr, Sonora. depot, ond other
buildings, toward the scene of the
shooting. An all rm was sent in to the
and several comjnllitary authorities,
panies of the Thty"ty-fift- h
infantry
and a troop of the Tenth (colored)
h
cavalry were rushed to the line, led
bv Lieutenant Colonel Herman. The
Mexicans fought from cover and for
an hour and a half the firing was general. At about 6:30 'ocolck a whlt
flag was run up from a building on '
the Mexican side of the line, but at 6
o'clock desultory fighting was continuing. The American troop did nof?
stop at the International line, golnM
as far as two block south Into th
Mexican town. The American casual-ties are said to he three soldiers killed
and twelve wounded,
among th
wounded being Lieutenant Colonel
Herman, who sustained a bullet wound'
In the leg. The Mexican casualties are
believed to number seven or eight.
,
The character of the outbreak Is not
certain at this hour and It Is not
ascertained whether it was ,an
irresponsible attack or a revolutionary
.
movement.
Major Rush, In command at Fort"",
has
sent
word that rein- Huacliuea,
foreements for tho Americans will
leave the military, post at t o'clock
tonight, ond will arrive In Nogales by
morning.
American Consul G. M. Lawton and
Mexican. Consul Garza Zertuehe wtll
confer this evening.
American civilians are participating '
In the fighting,
irln from buildings'
on tho American side.'
,
A telephone message from Nogales.''
nt 10:15 o'clock tonight said that the,,,,
twin cities were nulet, a truce having'
been agreed upon until 7 o'clock in,,
the morning.
At a conference to.''
com
night between A. J. Abasola,
mandimr the Nogales. Sonora garrison, and Lieutenant Colonel Herman
together with Collector of the Port
Charles Hardy und prominent AmerU
can an ' Mexican civilians, Comman-datit- e
Abasola expressed regret at the
outbreak and declared it was due to r
feeling between Mexican and American customs guards. He said the"
was no hostility among the Mexican1'
federal soldiers toward the American
forces
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prominent land owners In NO OFFICIAL RKPORT OV
the valley.
CiaSH RKACHE8 CAPITA. I".
The farmers are now paying for water service as well as for the Elephant
Butto irrigation project, which wait
Washington, Aug. 17. The war. de-- ',
constructed by the United States rec- partment tonight .had no tfficlal relamation service. Farmers claim they port on the clash between American
will be enabled to double their war sentries end Mexicans
at Nogales,' '
Ariz. Officials expressed great IntfcjV
crops If furnished free water.

seventy-fiv-

if

rTvvo

Albuquerque Morning; Journal, Wednesday, August 28, 1918.
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Nowhere else can you find so charming' and
so wide a variety of the latest patterns of
Draperies and Curtain's as in our Drapery
Department.
"KAPOCK"
Sun-fa-

i
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Strong Brothers

THE PIONEER HOME FURNISHERS
Second and Copper.
Strong Block.
Storage at reasonable rates in the largest and best
built warehouse in the city.

AZTEC FUEL CO.
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PUBLISHING
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Committee
Adopts Resolutions Protest
ing Against Effusion in the

State

est in press dispatches telling of the
irciuoie ana anxiously awaited an of-

G,

P,

ficial report.
Among officials It was thought that
the Mexicans engaged in the clash
North American Review,
were probably members of some wandering band and that the incident
would not endanger relations between
Irricial corri.ronokncr to mornino journal)
the t'nlted States and Mexico. .SurSanta Fe, Aug. 27. The followiiiT
prise was expressed In some circles as resolutions
all recent reports from the Mexican
protesting against the
border have emphasized the friendly publication of a letter entitled
relations between Americans
anJ "America's Unguarded Gateway," published in the North American Heview,
Mexicans.
were adopted by the republican state
central committee at its meeting
Root and Herb Medicines
here on August 24:
Indian medicine men contend that
Whereas, there was published In
ihe roots and herbs of the field fur- the North American Review, for the
nish a panacea for every ill to which month of August, 1918, a certain lethuman flesh Is heir. Be that as It ter purporting to have been written
may. It is interesting to nqte that the by one Henry Wray of Kansas City
most successful remedy in tjie world Mo., entitled "America's Unguarded
for female ills, Lydia K. Pinkham'ii Gateway," in which an unwarranted
Vegetable Compound, was compound- attack and base, false and libeloui
ed more than forty years ago by Mrs. statements were
made. Impugning
and character of th"
I.ydla K. Pinkham of Lynn. Mass, the patriotism
of
the state of New Mexico,
from the roots and herbs of the field, people
and todav it is recognized from shore and especially those who are of
to shore as the standard remedy for
blood, which said article
contained no less than thirty-tw- o
sepfemale ills.
arate and distinct false statements regarding all branches of the governQUAY COUNTY LEADS IN
ment of said state, its rtnirse, schools,
and
especially its part in the treat
NUMBER OF GOLD STARS;
'

.Spanish-Am-

erican

DONA ANA RANKS SECOND
WttCtAk CO.RIiPOWINCI

L

TO MOKNINQ

JOURNAL)

Santa Ke, Aug. 27. Quay county
has more gold stars than any other
county In the stae, Dona Ana ounty
coming second, according to the records of the state board of historical
sendee.
Six of the Quay county men have
joined the silent majority: Reynoldo
Maeiftffi, who was killed in action In
Franc: Al Harris, killed in France;
Ben I. Lockett, died at Camp Kearny;
Jose V. Trujillo and Delfido Oonxalcs,
who were killed in France, and Lee
In

Khoades,. who died of his wounds

France; the first news of his death
being brought to his parents at
by a-- letter from the head
nurse in the hospital in which he died.
He was wounded iiv the head during
the bUle of July 21 and was though
to be recovering when meningitis se
id and took him. He. n burled at fho
foot of the Vosges' mountains.

mm

t

war now being waged.
Therefore, be it resloved,

by the
republican state central committee of
the state of New Mexico, In session
this 24th day of August, A. D. 1918.
that we unanimously protest against
the publication of said letter and the
dissemination of said false and libelous statements throughout the United
States and the world by said journal,
and, in so doing, call attention to the
following facts:
That, during the civil war of 1861
to 18B5 said state, then territory of
New Mexico, furnished more federal
soldiers for the union, according to
population, than any other state or
most of them
territory in the nation,
n
blood.
being of
That, during the war of 1898, with
Spain, even though the people of said
nation were of the same blood as
many of he citizens, New Mexico gave
a large number of, mem to the service
of the nation, very many of whom
n
were
citizens, some
n
soldiers
of these
having lost thVir lives in tho service
of the nation during said war.
That, In the present war with Ger
many and Its allied nations the state
of New Mexico has already furnished
more men to the service of the army
and navy of the United States, in proportion to its population, than any
other state of the union, and stands
ready, as it did In 1898, to furnifdi
more, than have yet been called.
That about 15,000 of her young men
have gone into the service of the
army and navy during the presen'
war, many, very many of whom being
n
descent:
men of
some of whom have already made the
of
fields
on
the
supreme sacrifice
Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

'

1

;

Spanish-America-

I

WarDemands

i

Saving of Sugar,
Saving of Fuel

1

France.
That the entire people of said state.
led by a republican state administration, without reference to rac'e, poll-tic- s
or religion, have supported President Wilson as the chief magistrate
of the nation, in all that he has dono
for the successful prosecution of th
war; are now tiring a more vigorous
prosecution there and have shown bj
many acts of devotion and loyalty,
and my many, very many,, sacrifice,
both of blood and means,4 that tho
natriotism of said people and its de
votion to the country. Is second Uv
none within' the nation.
And. he it further resolved, that we
enll linnn the editor and publishers rff
RevieV. by
American
said North
every means In their power, to ngnt
this grievous wrong by publishing th
true facts to the same or greater extent, than the libelous letter referred
to has been published, so that the
set
people of the United States maynobesuch
aright, and that In the future be
made
libel or false indictment may
arrainst the people of this state without swift and ure retribution.

Ikeorother

(Jrains withWheat

-- No Waste.

i

t

answers every
demand. Its an

t
I

and
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deli-

cious fbod,a
maintainer
of Vigor and Health.
; Try it.
"there's a Reason
bufld-era-
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man
27. The
Washington, Aug.
power bill bringing within the army
draft all men from 18 to 4:i years old
was passed lute today by the senate,
with a modified work or fight clause.
All efforts to change 'the age limit
or to direct snfin rate classification, of
youths under 21 failed and the meas
ure now goes to conference letweep
the" house and senate with no difference for serious controversy except In
the work or fight provision.
unani
The senate was recorded
mously for the bill. Senator Gore of
cast
who
the only negative
Oklahoma,
vote on the roll call, withdrew it and
was excused from voting. There were
seventy-fiv- e
affirmative votes.
The final vote in the senate was re
amid unchecked
applause
ported
from the galleries. It is exneeted the
measure will add IS, 000, 000 men to
the nation's military
strength nr
provide the army that will enable the
allies to defeat Germany next year.
In conference the differences in the
drafts of thp bill as passed by the
senate and the house are expected t
be compromised speedily, and the bill
transmitted to President Wilson for
bin signature late this week.

Kirsch Extension Rods, Double and
Single. All Sizes.

Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

PERMISSION TO
VISIT THE FRONT

MOANINS JOURNAL RPBClAL LI
JOURNAL SPECIAL LtA8D WIRE
by Unanimous Vote Haig's Men Continue to Sweep Washington, Aug. 27. John D.
With the American Forces in
Ryan has been appointed second as France, Aug. 27 (by the Associated
the Boche Before Them and sistant
Disposesof Measure Adding
secretary of war and director Press.) The British authorities, it
or
aeronautics, thus becoming head has been learned, recently refused
Sweep Eastward; Hinden-bur- g of the
13,000,000 to Nation's
whole aeronautical section of their permission for Representative
Krnest Lundeen of Minnesota
the war department.
and
Line Pierced,
Military Strength,
Mr.
Charles !). Dillon of
Representative
activwill

Our Prices Will Simply Surprise You
Why Not Investigate Them?

Jewett Fire

ACTIVITIES

ARE UNDER .RYAN

CAIIi ADVANTAGE

Senate

CRETONNES

j
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A

Rinn

AIR

REFUSED

is hard to get. Be independent. Use the
PULLMAN WASHER
THE

and tub-fafabric is not a worm silk but is a
marvelous industrial achievement. Guaranteed never to
fade in sun or water. .
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WAR DEPARTMENT

BRITISH CAPTURE

ukami'Tuin,

Chairman.

T. E. CATRON.
CHAS. A. SPIBSS.
W. A. HAWKINS.
W. JO. LINDHEY.

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal. Results are Quick atod certain.

tT HORN'M. JOURNAL tt .ClAL LSA4R0 wm
With the British Armies in Franc
Aug.

27

(by The Associated

Fret-al-

Having been,Ktill further extended by
attacks launched north of the Kiver
Scarpe, the battle toda was raging
along a front almost 4li miles long,
and the British with renewed vigor
were rolling up the
Boche beforo
them ami sweeping eastward.
Nearly in the center of the brittle
field hard fighting has been in progress along the old llindenburg line
of Croisllles,
in the- neighborhood
Fontaine Lea Crolsilles and .Bulle-cou- rt
and once through the Germans'
strong defenses in this locality, open
fresh ground remains beyondTho Hindcnbui'g line has actually
heen pierced at one place east of
HenJnel. and the weaker portion of
it, northwest of Fontaine I.ez Crolsilles lias been ca.tnred and mopped
-

up.

During today's fighting the British captured high grounds from which
they carl overlook the country occn- pieu oy me enemy ioi miun mi
tinil have thus attained a great advantage. The Hois du Sart, one of
Scarpe
thee places, liesof osuth of the
Preux
Monrhy I
and northeast
here
the
that
enemy
was
it
feared
and
lroiiipl Iteglstration.
Preparations being mode by Gen- might hold up the advance for a time.
eral ("rowder are expected to insure It was ruptured after n short fierce
the registration of all men wltrun the struggle, in which tne Germans lost
ages of 18 and 21 and SI and 45 heavily.
German Withdraw Armlet
within a week or ten days after the
Another valuable point, Monlatfban,
president signs 1he bill.
The senate adopted nearly nil the northwest of M'ametz, felr this morning after the Germans had been givprdvislons desired by the administration, including the one giving the en orders to hold at all costs. These
president authority to establish ordent crders were suddenly changecland the
of call. President Wilson Is expected enemv retired in retreat.
Still another is Pompierre, south of
to follow' the plans of the war
was
Dompierre
which provide for the callCapny Sur Romme.
forenoon. From this
ing of youths of 18 years after the reached in the
other classes and the educating of point there Is low rolling country all
such boys while in training and prior the wav beck to Peronne. Tho British at this point are now only six
to their being sent overseas.
where Ihe Somme
Controversy which has engrossed miles from Peronne,
'
the senate since the bill's considera- bends to the south. been almost surBapaume, having entered
tion was begun last Thursday, today
struggle 'over rounded, has been have beenby British
centered in a spirited
and thev
fighting
the sentiment against calling xpllt'' patrols,
the streets. The town is a
under 21 and on the "work or fight"a in
but its
moment,
the
for
nd"
Man's
I,a
Derore adopting by
amendment.
capture sterna only ft matvote of 40 to 29 the "work or fight" complete
subjection to ter of course.
amendment, providing
still
The Germans are exhibiting
Industhe draft of men exempted for do
from the
mt greater anxiety to get away
trial and other reasons who"was add?
ve.n the moadvancing British and
continue at work, a proviso
of tho enemv machine gunners
ed that in case of strikes, penalties of rale
to be diminishing, as thev ore
the "work or fight" rule shall not seems
not holding to their posts with as
their
submit
men
disputes
if
the
apply
much determination as early in the
to the war labor board and continue battle.
offered
their labor. Tills limitation, was
Presfiire on Arras T?elcnscd. opinof Iowa,
by Senator Cummins
North of the Scarpe, where tho with
corporated, 73 to 0.
erations taken in conjunction
Besides the "work or fight" amendthose south of the river are gradualgenerof
which
final
fate
the
ment,
on Arras, the
of ly releasing the pressurewere
reached,
ally Is regarded in doubt because
outskirts of Plouvain
house opposmon and lack of admin
at an angle
ran
then
line,
the
and
wrote
'n
senate
tho
istration sifffport,
west and due north from this
an amendment by Senator Penrose of slightly
with the British still going rap- point,
providing
Pennsylvania,- republican,
and the enemy resistance decreasthat draft boards shall determine idly
classifications
'"soulh of tho Scarpe the British
questions of deferred
without requiring registrants to claim reached Pelves, but the situation there
classification.
or
deferred
exemption
is uncertain. Almost directly south of
it the Bois Du SarB and surrounding
ground have been captured and thus
FRENCH VILLAGE IS
Pelves cannot hold out long.
London troops approached close to
UPROOTED BY TANKS
gun fire
Croisollns, but a hot machine
indications it was strongly
and
other
MORNINO
JOURNAL SPKCIAL LKASID Wirf
the
held, caused them to pause. At
London, Aug. 27. British tanks up- same time other troops attacked to the
RCllCS.
T.e
CrO
to
.i.
stop
T,'r,tnini
rooted a wohle French village
..,
machine guns
outskirts of that
v,n.i Hi
the fire of German
from the houses, in the recent allied place thev then swung southward to
offensive.
outflank Croiselles. rney
The French troops had been sewith stiff resistance, buN the Germamans are rapidly being overcome.
riously hampered by the German
chine: guns in or on the tops of the
housesTanks were in the vicinity
VOLUNTEERS
and a message was sent to them for RUSSIAN
These complied, hut the
assistance.
GO 0VERJ0 H0RVATH
(Jerman machine guns were too well
the
out
by
protected to be knocked
t.T MORNINd JOURNAL RICIAL LIAIIO WIRR)
fire from the tank guns. Accordingconferred
the
commanders
tank
Vladivostok, Sunday. Aug. 25 (via
ly
chief
at the far end of the village and de- Shanghai). General Pleshkoff.
and
cided, in a hurried impromptu war of the Russian forces in Siberia Genthe village by Manchuria, acting on behalf of leadcouncil, to destroy
i
sheer weight of metal.
eral Horvath, the
The tanks accordingly rammed er, bv a coup d'etat has assumed conhouse after house, burning down the trol of all the Russian military forvomachine guns, extricating themselves ces in the fur east'. The Russian
from the ruins of one house, then pro- lunteers have gone over to General
ceeding to the next. In this way the Horvath in a bodynonsinThe Siberian government is orvillage was captured without a occuto
gle British casualty, and at once
plussed and has been unable
new move- pied by the French.
ganize opposition to the
In another attack a tank was set
on fire, tha officer In command was mTh'e consular officials are holding
killed and the first driver severely meetings to discuss the situation.
There has been no bloodshed.wounded, all within the German lines.
The second driver extinguished the
in
fire, assumed command, and later
MUST STAND
tho day, drove back single handed, GERMANY
Germans,
about
fifty
preceded by
0RFALL FIGHTING
whom he captured unaided.
Another tank, temporarily knocked
WIM1
in MORN1NB JOURNAL RPiout, constituted itself into a strong
of
and
Aug- 27. The reply
Copenhagen,
point inside the German lines,
held out for five hours until the in- Lord Robert Cecil, British made on
affairs,
of foreign
fantry arrivedthe
August 2!! to the address before
German society two days earlier of
HEARINGS ON REVENUE
Dr V N. Solf, the German colonial
Senator
BILL BEGIN TUESDAY secretary, and tho speech of
republican
Lodge of Massachusetts,
leader of the senate, continue to be
WtRI
LCARKD
tMV MOHNINA JOURNAL RRKCIAL
commented upon by th Berlin press
.

CRY

AGED WfRC

MGNNINO

EASY

SHORT
STROKE

Ryan
the
ities of the bureau of aircraft produc
tion and the bureau of military aeronautics.
He has been authorized to
name a new head for tho aircraft
board.
In announcing the appointments today Secretary Baker said Edward
Stettinius, who has been second assistant secretary of war, will remain

houth Dakota, to visit the British battle front. They arrived in France late
In July on board a British vessel and
later visited the American front. U
is believed they now are touring Italy.
The request that the" congressmen
boipermltted to pay a visit to the
British lines is said to have been made
in the usual manner by the American
army authorities. When the declinain France as the war department speof the British was received an Intion
cial representative and his present
duties will be augmented by further vestigation was begun. This, it is asserted, resulted in the explanation
detailed work.
that both men hud talked freely
aboard ship in such a manner about
Washington, Aug. 27. First Assist- certain
subjects
ll
ant Secretary of War Benedict
affecting the
both British and American miliwas made director of munitions
and
civilian
tary
compassengers
brought
today by Secretary Baker, with
plete authority to procure and fur- tho subject of their conversations to
nish all munitions necessary for. mili- the attention of the officer commanding tho troops aboard the vessel and
tary operations.
also the ship's captain.
The exact tenor of the statements
FEDERAL PRODUCTION
the congressmen are aliened to have
'
OF METALS PLANNED made is not known, but the military
wa-th- at

Cro-we-

tmt MORNINO JOURNAL RP1CIAL

authorities are pursuing their
gation of the incident.

LEASED

investi-
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MKMIIF.KS PACIFIST

VU-Y-E

Combined Rotary and

Vacuum

We cam give you the names of
many prominent 'omen who do
their own washing with this

machine.

Price $18.00 this week
Price $20.00 next week
,Wringer, guaranteed 3
$5.50
years . .

KK
( KOWI)

Sioux Falls, ,S .1).. Aug. 27. Representative. Charles II. Dillon of South
Dakota ami Representative 'Lundeen
of Minnesota, who were refused permission to visit the British war front
by English authorities, belonged to
the pacifist element in the house.
They both voted against the declaration of war against Germany. Representative Dillon voted against virtually every preparedness measure
before
brought
congress
prior to
America's entry into the war and ha i
been accused of fashioning his policy
in the house to the liking of German
voters in South Dakota. '
next
Dillons third term expires
March, having ben defeated for

deposits, mines or
smelters and operate them during the
war under givernment direction either
under a lease or any other agreement.
. A
revolving fund of $50,000,000
would be provided and one or more
corporations might be formed if necessary to carry out the purposes of the
bill. The
conferred by it
powers
would terminate two years after the
in the recent primaries.
war.
inAmong the metals and minerals
is i',.vpukssi:i
cluded in the bill's provisions are sutiMtisi:
ItV FKIKNDS OF THR M FX
antimony, bromine, cobalt, manganese, mepcury,
sodium,
platinum,
Washington, Aug. 27. Congressionphosphorus, potassium, pyrites, ra- al friends of Representatives Charles
dium sulphur, tin, tungsten and va II. Dillon of South Dakota and Krnest
nadium. They would not affect gold I.nndet-of Minnesota expressed sur- silver, copper, lead or zinc production.
developed

THE
COPPER

WIRE

Washington, Aug. 27. Government
production of metals and minerals
needed for the war is proposed in a
bill introduced today by Senator Henderson of Nevada after conferences
with Secretary Lane and Chairman
Baruch of the war industries board.
It is said to have the approval of
President Wilson.
Under the measure the president
would be authorized to requisition and
take over undeveloped, or insufficiently

HERE'S

....

wmfNTY
Hardware Co.
Sole Agent

prise tonight that they should have
been refused permission to visit tho
lWitish front. Both men, however,
voted against the declaration of war
against Germany resolution and later
against t lie selective service bill and
other measures designed for its Insistent prosecution. Both men were defeated fur renomination in their districts shortly beforo they left tho
I'nited States on a proposed tour of
the battle front. During the campaigns
the two representatives were criticized
for their attitude toward the war.
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What The Packers
Do For You

f

ik

-

Not very many years ago in the history of the world,
the man that lived in America had to hunt for his food,
or go without

'

Now he sits dpwn at a table and decides what he
wants to eat; or his wife calls up the market and has it sent
home for him. And what hj6 gets is incomparably better.
Everyone of us has some part in the vast human
machine, called society; that makes, all this convenience

-

-

possible.

Under-Secreta- ry

on
Washington, Aug.
the. new war revenue bill to begin
not
next Tuesday and continue for
more than ten days were arranged
today' by the senate finance committee.
All industries will be asked to appoint representative spokesmen to
avoid duplication of evidence presented but anyone desiring to be on hand
will be invited to attend.

-

DEMOCRATS,
STATE CONVENTION

MISSOURI

-v

,,,...,

aeiAL

LRARCD

For this service so perfect and effective that you
are scarcely aware that anything is being done for you

WIRKI

flfv. Mo.. Aug. HI. With
the adoption of a "win the war platform, which indorsed the administration of President Wilson and Governor
Dizzy-Wrec- ked
Gardner, advocated 'submission to the
amendHis Automobile people of the woman suffragem.nt thn rlomocrats of MiSSOUrl tO'
"Two years ago my stomach trouble night closod an
session of the
y
got so bad that I was almost constant- state convention, marKea at
jj
me
very ringing war oratory.'
ly filled with gas. This made
was
at
almost
times.
Last
Fall
I
dizzy
overcome by one of these dizzy spells
while driving my car, and ran It into BODIES OF. 130 GERMAN
a telephone pole, badly wrecking the
MARINES WASH ASHORE
car. A friend recommended Mayr's
Wonderful Hemedy for ray trouble.'.
Since taking the first dose I have
mvMaKMiuM uiiiiuii MPtraiAL LCASKD WtRKl
steadily Improved, and feel better now
Tt la
Copotihapren,
Ang. 27. .Tntlnnti
v.
than ever In. my life." It is a simple
wrj mr;
..tuA..n
in
" that
nuiuwiuiCD
removes
harmless preparation that
during the past few days
the catarrhal mucus from the intes- of
130
marines have been
tinal tract and allays the Inflamma- washed German
ashore on the western coast
tion which causes practically all stomor Jutland.
ach, liver and intestinal ailments. InTha a,.tLAuinH .,. tYinf It Vinn been
One dose will substantiated that .the marines were
cluding appendicitis.
convince or inoney
refunded. For on German destroyers
which likely
sale by Mutt Bros.. Briggs' Pharmacy were lost
during an engagement or by
and druggists everywhere,
.
coming in contact Willi mines,
.Tefferann

you pay the packers an average profit of only a fraction
of a cent a pound above actual cost on every pound of
meat you eat.
,
,',' ..
'

all-da-

s

,

The packer's part is to prepare meat and get it to
every part of the country sweet and fresh to obtain it
from the stock raiser, to dress it, cool it, ship it many
miles in special refrigerator cars, keep it cool at distributing points, and get it mto the consumer's hands your
hands through retailers, all within about two weeks.

along the same lines that Oormanj
now must stand or fall flg"t'"S-

IN

.

,

.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

6
E. Grand Ave.
Albuquerque Local Branch,
M. A Maloney, Manager b
tvfr
"'..'"
14-1-

'
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,

Wheat Saving Program is ( FLIPS
Outlined by Hoover; Must
Use Mixtures of Flour "If

l

GOVERNMENT Oi K.

J

nr iiininmiu iimni

FROM THE F1LLUMS

r

AT TIIF. TIU AIKIIS

TODAY.
Theater Repealing the Para- i
mount feature, "Next of Kin." with
Wallace tteld as tho leading star; also the reel of Weekly Kvents."
cra llotuie Dark.
Crystal
"Tho recent careful survey by the ing standard wheat flour is required
Lyric Theater Ann Q. Nilsson and
food administrators of the United to carry in stock either bailey flour,
States, France, England and Italy oi corn meal or corn flour and with every Franklyn Far mini starring in "The
a Metro plav of five
the food resources of the two hundred
sale of wheat flour must sell a combi- Judgment Of,"
'"S
reels; also a "Ford Weekly" of one
twenty million
people
fighting1 nation of one or more of these in the reelshows
agaist Germay
that to main- proportion of onepound substitutes to
Pastime, Theater Repeating
tain enough suppjies and necessary each four
the
of wheat flour. No
reserves against disaster there must dealer nuiy pounds
force any other substitutes popular Madge Kennedy as the lead5. ,
.
in
"The Service Star."
be maintained in all countries a conin combination upon the consumer and ing character
servation' of wheat flour during the the substitutes must conform to the also repeating the comedy, "Roaring
coming year. It has been agreed that standards f:xed by the United States Lions and Wedding Rclls."
the wheat bread of allies shall confood administration. There are some
tain twenty percent other grains than localities where other substitutes are AT TIIF. I'ASTI.MF.
With scarcely a suggestion of war
wheat and" it is only Just that we "available und which retailers may wish
should bear our share in this savins to cany. In order to meet this situa- and not one scene of armed conflict
is nevertheless a patriotic drama
it
unithe
our
and
tion,
bread should be at least
following flours may also
versal with those who are suffering le sold In such combinations in lieu of today in which .Madge Kennedy
of the above flours, if the consumer! makes her appearance at the Pastime
more greatly from the war than ourso demands, at a ratio of one pound: theater for the last time today in "The
selves. Distribution and transporta
to
each four pounds of wheat flour
Service Star."
tion circumstances in the UnitedThe story is strikingly original and
to
States render it necessary
rely that is, kaffir flour, mllo flour, foteri-- !
oat bears not the slightest relation to any
very largely on voluntary action our ta flour and meals, rice flour,
flour, peanut flour, bean flour, pota- narrative yet screened. The ride as- homes to enforce this mixture.
For this purpose regulations are to flour, sweet potato flour and buck- Lsumed by Madge Kennedy is differ
wheat flour. Pure rye flour or meal ent, too. She is decidedly unlike any
formulated below, effective Septemfor the may be sold as n substitute hut must girl she has yet chosen to b in her
ber first,
providing first
proportion of at least two cycle of Goldwyn plays. Aloof from
preparation and marketing, by the be sold in
pounds of rye wilh three pounds of the world war she is a part of it bemanufacturing and distributing trades wheat
flour. The foregoing rules ap- cause of the plot she unearths, a
of the country, of a mixed flour, comply to all custom and exchange trans- plot to defeat the operations of the
plying with the international policy actions
3
, as well
as sales of flour to draft board.
which will he available for purchase
i
farmers, unless modified by special
is too frightful to picture."
"War
Second, in reguby the household.
federal food ad- says Madge Kennedy, "and an
lations covering the case where announcement of o fthe state
ministrator
where the
the
war play is something 1
Btraight wheat flour is sold by retailacting with tho ap- would never appear In. I think that
ers, that at the same time twenty mill is oflocated,
zone
the
committee.
proval
we all regard war too seriously ever
percent of other cereal flours must
to wish to see its horrors portrayed
be sold coincirlentally.
re
linker'.."
Third,
idtTn
coninlianee
the
with
in a mimic tragedyall
bakers
bread
At least I do
shall
genera!
quiring that
contain twenty percent of other cer- j nation above, tho following alterations not want to be concerned in a play
eals and the food administration re- tire made in rules and regulations gov which has one battle scene in it.
J.
'
The
lies upon
the householders of the erning the baking trade. Rule
"War has become too vital a subfoV us to find entertainment In
country to mix at least twenty per- consumption of wheat flour in bakery
ject
cent of the substitute cereals into the products not to exceed 70 per cent of it, and I contend that the first mis
M.1
wheat flour at home for all uses. the 1!I17 consumption is hereby re- sion of a screen play is to entertain.
Wheat flour sub- If 'The Service Star' were not first
Corn meal for use of corn bread scinded. Rule
Bhould bo purchased separately from stitutes for bakers remain as herto-for- e of all capital entertainment I should
with exception of rye, which will not he in the play. Because It is
combination sales.
he a substitute when used upon a ba- first-rat- e
1 tract y Mixed Flour for Sale-I- t
drama with a wealth of inANNA Q. NIL6S0N,
is desired to insure supply
of sis of not less than 40 per cent, which terest, suspense and surprise 1 love
is two pounds of rye flour to every 'The Servioo Star' and think
on
mixed
flour
to
and
market
ready
my part
Ann Q. Nilsson unci
1'iir.
have millers and dealers of all kinds three pounds standard wheat flour, of Marilyn March, the girl who exmini at tho Lyric- today in "The .ludir-tneiWhen rye is used in this proportion
ft trick to cheat the draft board
encourage use and Bale of this flour or
posed
Of."
a greater proportion, no other sub- the best I have ever hud. Isn't
so that the country
that
may be on a
mixed flour basis without necessity stitutes pre required. If less than this as "near ' actual war as any screen
of rye flour is used the heroine should
proportion
of retailers
combination
Miss
making
Kennedy ly gave the camera man a glimpse
get?"
used
sales of flour and substitutes. All difference between such amount
of their Prussian profiles after a po
made on of asks In her quick, direct way.
such mixed flours made according to and 40 per cent must
The
and lite request that the American peoI.ions
comedy,
"Roaring
8
HaKors
other
Rule
substitutes.
the following regulations should be will be requlred'to use one
pound of' Wedding Bells," will also be repeated. ple would like to see something belabeled "Victory Mixed Flour," and
sides their highly indignant backs.
substitutes to each four pounds of "PTtftSiriXG'S (
are to be labeled with the ingredients wheat
(Hie of them' is trying
RlSAMIIS."
to look as
flour in all bakery products, in
in order of their proportion. The
The
Gorman
first
taken
much like the crown prince as possi.
prisoners
crack
bread, except class
flours so mixed must be milled in cluding
American
in
bio.
France
be
will
by
troops
ers, in which only 10 per cent of sun
accordance with the standards of stltutcs
This scene is only one of many In
other than rye are required. on exhibition nt the l,yrlc fur three
the United States food administration. The
At best "Pershing's Crusaders," the big govuse of the name Victory will be days, beginning tomorrow.
No mixed
flours
(except pancake allowed in all products containing the they are not a handsome (croup, these ernment feature film, that have come
flours)- shall be made or manufacHuns who fell Into the h inds of Per- straight from the American trenches.
above proportion;! of substitutes.
tured except In the exact proportions
men after a brief call by the
For the first time in this country
shing's
Ttiiies."
"Itcvlxiiins
Previous
of
as outlined below. Mixed wheat and
the public will have a chance to see
Sammies on a Roche tieirh
The
rules
licenses,
limiting
previous
barley flour shall be in the proporThere are a score or more of them, what our boys have done to get ready
tion of four pounds wheat flour to mllbTs. wholesalers, retailers and bakincluding two officers who relnctant- - und what, they arc doing "over there."
one pound barley flour. Mixed wheat ers to thirty days supply of flour will
and corn flour shall contain the pro- he eha'iued tn permit a sixty days sup
re
portion of four pounds wheat flour ply. The rules limiting sales by
to one pound corn flour. Mixed wheat, tailers of wheat flour a to an eighth of
in cities and
quarter barrel
barley and corn flour shall contain aIn barrel
snurselv settled districts are rethe proportions of eight pounds scinded.
for
rule
the sale
The
wheat flour to one pound barley and of flour by millers tolimiting
wholesalers or
one pound coin flour. Mixed wheat
to retailers in combinaand dye flour shall contain the pro- wholesalers
tion with substitutes or certificates
F
WAR
portion of three pounds wheat flour therefor and the reule restricting the
and not less than two pounds rye sale to 70
sales
of
cent
previous
per
flour. Whole wheat, entire wheat or are rese.'nded.
Manufacturers of alior meal shall contain at
graham flour
and wheat breakfast
pastes
mentary
least ninety-fiv- e
percent of the wheat foods are limited to their normal conEADY
GOOD
All the above victory mixed
berryor wheat flour
wheat
of
sumption'
flours may be sold without substiwith the understanding that they are
tutes- but at no greater price from not to unduly expand their consump-- j
the miller, wholesaler or retailer titan tion of wheat. ; Rifles prohibiting the
in the case of standard wheat flour. starting of new tdants ready
for oper lUHCIAI.
TO MORNING
CORNEtPONniNea
JOURNAL
tP(CIAI. COnnilPONDINCI TO MO INA JOUHNHU
"Iloluil Sale of Standard Wheat
ation prior to .Iiilv I. 191S. are re
Santa Fe, Aug. 27. Tho Stale
Santa Fe, Aug. 27. fin Monday
I'lotv."
seinded. Where millers sell directly to
The new regulations supersede the consumers they shall obey same reg'i Banker? association, which convenie evening will be officially staged at
nt Santa Fe on Monday, September I), Washington the second great I'nited
fifty-fift- y
rula. The retail dealer sell lations as retail dealers."
is to be entertained us it never has States official war
"America's
been before. The local committee con- Answer," and effortspicture,
will be. made to
sisting of Messrs. Hughes, Lynn, Mar- - have it In Santa Fe for the demoSTOCKMEN OF SANDOVAL
dorff, Ormsby and Read is makim; cratic and republican state convenextensive preparations to mako the tions lvxt month. President
COUNTY ELECT OFFICERS
occasion a memorable one. Among his cabinet, the senate and theWilson,
the speakers are to he well known fi- and army and navy officials will house
view
FOR THE ENSUING YEAR nancial figures from New York, Wash- the 8,000 feet of film on Monda"
ington, Chicago, Kansas City and in evening, which are taken from 30,000
addition to the New Mexico bankers t
(PICIAL COftRCBPONDENCK TO MOKNINd JOUftNAU
of film
by tlv
their families, there are expected United States photographed
Cuba, X. M., Aug. 2". At the July anl
signal
corps of the
bunkers
other
of
states
will
who
bring
American expeditionary forces under
meeting of the Northwestern New their families for
the outing. The
Mexk-.Stockmen's association the folbusiness sessions will be held in the the direction of the general staff.
lowing officers were elected:' PresiIt shows Iho activities of tho first
Masonic cathedral, delightfully adaptHIS
dent, Justiniano Gutierrez; vice pres ed
In
soldiers
of this character and half million American
ident, K. M. Kenton; treasurer, J. F mostfor meetings
Resides the
Franco.
phases
Young; secretary, A. 1). Read. J. Gu terior restful and harmonious in Its In- of the pictures there Ismilitary
shown
in
de.
arrangements and beauty. On
tierrez, E. M. Fenton and J. F. Young
ti mount of work accomof Cuba and J. M Cebada of Senorito Monday evening a reception will be tall the vastthe
eni;tneor corps. The
tho visitors in the art gal- plished by
tendered
With u smile on his face, and the were named members of the cxecutivo
of miles of concrete docks
statement that the lure of the outside committee. A fifth member will lie leries of the museum, which will hi a building
blaze of lights and a vision of beauty where formerly
unsanitary marshes
world had tempted him into breaking appointed later.
were, the predion of hue-- railroad
Y. (. Zambrano, who was mounted With its art treasures. In the patio
Jail, William , Rrown, charged with
90.0 miles of rail,
of
the
Sani
will
laying
dance
be
shops,
staged by
the murder of Raffaelo IJaJduni- last inspector of the cattle sanitary board thcEag!e
lldefonso Indians and possibly alsoj tho mushroomliko
springing tip of
Christmas eve, and who escaped from has been named a mounted policeman tho
Matachina dance by the Cochiti hospitals and refrigerating, storngs
the county jail more than a week ago under Capt. H. J. MeGralh. Zunfbra innians.
Kotore tho reception, a spe- and reclaiming plants, which, howwas returned to the cell he formerly no recently turned a good trick for cial motion
for generations,
picture performance will ever, are built to oflast new
G.
Iho
G.
of
one
of
members
Francis,
occupied yesterday morning.
a
America in
Griffith's magnificent
film show the making
Rrown was arrested following his the stockmen's association. Ho found present "Hearts
of tho World," which old Frame .iusi as in years cone by
drama,
(escape by detectives in El Paso, the seven head of stifrtp out of nineteen Is having an
unprecedented run in the a new France was founded on this
eamo men who first captured him which had been stolen from Francis
cities.
continent.
some weeks ago.
Replevin action was brought before big
Tuesday evening, after on autoThe military scenes arc Impressive!
The negro said he had bad no part Justice of tho Peace Manuel Handle
over
mobile
drive
the
divide,
'and
Tesuque
the climax, is the battle of Can- in sawing tho bats of the Jail but that for the recovery of the sheep. In a to
over
back
and
the
Tesuque
pueblo
in which American troops won
tigny,
when he saw the avenue to escape ho Jury trial Francis won and received .Circle
drive, dinner will be served at their first victory over the German
tho sheep.
could not resist the temptation.
tho
ArchBishop's lodge, formerly
the open- -'
"I know I did wrong," he told
Epifanio Casado and Epifaulo Gar- bishop Lamy's favorite summer resi- troops. The scenic setting,
ing tableau vivatit, and the doscrip--u 1
Sheriff Garcia, when he reached Al- cia are each under ti.OOfi bond to ap- dence
a
and
transformed
later
into
were
live musical score
arranged
buquerque from El Paso. I saw the pear before the grand jury in Octoestate by Mr. aitd Mrs. H.
H.,Rothanfel, director of tho Rlalto
Others crawl through tho hole and ber In connection wilh the robbery ol magnificent
a
the
latter
Elmslie,
being
in
daughter
New
York city
theaters
Itivoli
ami
of the late Joseph Pulitzer, publisher
just couldn't keep from doing the the Cuba postoffUO last April.
name. TJien I went to Islcta
Jim Johnson of San Miguel county of the New York World. This is only
and
caugnt a train or empty passengor recently trailed 10U head of white-fac- e part of the program ns worked out. TESTIMONY IN W.LL
coaches going to Camp Cody."
stuff Into tho Rio do Ian Vacns Those remaining over Wednesday will
Alternately walking and Riding ths district. He left Kan Miguel county have an opportunity to visit the cliff
CASE IS COMPLETED
negro said he reached El Paso, where. because of the drouth. ' He expects Id dwellings and other noteworthy land'
he was arrested within twenty-fou- r
winter somewhere In this county.
marKs The woman s reception
hours of his arrival. He managed to
of
Mesdames
consisting
The interesting case of Romero,
Early in September the stale food
elude the first attempts, to arrest him administration will send a representaHughes, Lynn, Read, Ormsbee and
tor,
against Jaramillo, In
in El Paso, but during the san:e day tive here, who will demonstrate the Mardorf, has a number of delightful which is involved
the
of
was caught in a negro house where different methods of drying and can- surprises and unusual sightseeing whether the defendant isquestion
to tako ti
he was hiding.
ning vegetables and fruit and how to trips In mind for tho visiting ladies. valtialte ranch property in Valcnchi
Regarding the charge against him use flpur and sugar substitute:!. Meet- An attendance of between 200 and 300 county under un alleged forged deed
the negro says he was fighting in self ings will be held in Regina, La Jara, persons Is expected for the convention. from Nan iso Pino, deceased,
or
Cuba and Cnbazon. The Rio Puerca
fense on the night Of the murder.
whether the land goes to the heirs of
Brown was brought here by Deputy Red Cross chapter arranged for the TO MAKE
to
came
an
end
nmn,
the
dead
yesterLOANS TO
meetings.
Sheriff George H. Thomas.
day when1 Judge ltyan of Silver City.
i
Malt Bletcher has arrived in Franco,
sitting for Judge Mechem here, took!
CATTLE
AND
STOCK
here.
to
received
word
the case under advisement without
according
Twltrlirfl Heads Newxlrive.
.
a decision.
Santa Fe. Aug. 27. Col Ilalph E
RAISERS OF U. S. announcing
Twitchell today accepted the responscase has been on trial since:
The
ibility of state chairman for thi. ANNOUNCE PROGRAM FOR
Saturday and more than thirty witThe New Mexico Cattle and Horsa nesses have been in attendance;' At
American library association drive
MUNICIPAL
BAND
Growers'
CONCERT
association
which is to be made in connection
has received the same time Judge Richardson of
from the treasury department data Itoswell whs here trying cases In
with tho Y. M. C. A. drive In Noveml;i
ber. He leaves shortly for Oklahoma
direct
to cattle and chambers forjudge Reynolds,-whloans
concerning
The program ror tli fr
mMni,,ir,-,- i
City for a meeting of the state direc- hand concert, which will bo held in stock raisers. The statement as re- taking his vacation in California, and
ceived follows:
for that reason, the trial of tho
tors of the A. L. A. and other camp Kouinson
park at 8 o'clock tonight.
case was held in Uio
activities, all of which are Joined li: was announced
"Secretary McAdco has announced
b"
Prof.
yesterday
war
attorneys.
that the
one drive for $133,000,000 in
finance corporation offices of the
Fred K. Ellis, leader of the band. The would
make direct loans to individprogram follows:
Two-BlHshi
Orms Club.
.Toln
firms
and
tho
uals,
whose
corporations
"La Marseillaise."
principal business is the raising of
"Arizona Club,' march.
livestock, including
cattle, sheep,
"Buffalo Bill's Farewell,"
goats and hogs. The livestock Indus'
"Among the Roses," waltzes.
try, and particularly breeding stock,
"A Fairy Tale." descriptive.
in some parts of the country is suf"Iman," Mohammedan serenade.
hardship by reason of
Liberty chorus and singing:
(a) fering greatdrought
jtr )
conditions, and
America"; to) "Garibaldi Hvmn"- excessive are
experiencing great difNo Internal medicine wilt cor Ecsema. Only
(c) "Battle Hymn of the Republic": cattlemen
In
the great
feeding and; protecting their
by the application of CUANOLKNK,
(d) "Keep the Home Fires Burning"; ficulty
rcmPflv.cnn the Eezerrta microbe he
external
action
The
cattle.
of
the
corporation
atatwMnt foryourMlt
ter mar spangled Manner."
dntrnyed. Prova IWa
to
is
WritH
intended
relieve
for
tout
'
free
situation.
ove
this
at
expana.
"Relpetrmn,"" military march.
aiiilreu Hills Chemical Co., bept, D
Ijoans Direct to Horrowers.
'Airs of Our Country," patriotic
Oirard, Kfii.
"The loans will be made directly
.
"SJaaet Like t Plow Boy"
selection.
'
to
horrowers under Section 9 of
"I "suffered for 20 years with Eczema In tta
'Highland Laddies," Scotch char the the
worst frtrm. Affected all over the body
, War
Finance
Corporation
acteristic.
(JIIANOU.ME left nu aa Ane aa Mt silk,
section authorizes advances to
and sleep like a plow btrr." J. alcc;raeken,
"Spirit of Independence," march.
Johnson City. Tenn. Written two years after
be
made
in
cases
exceptional
directly,
'Star iipanglod .Banner."
using CKINOI.KNB.)
without the intervention of bunks, to
At all drug atorea, t5e and 31,
(CRISP CORN FLARES)
Not Satlafktd
borrowers whose preparations arw
Money poaitlyaly Returned
PotVt neglect the MTwo-Bit- ,,
Red necessary or contributory
MUM
II Sold and Guaranteed byswMMawj
to the prosCtou Club, Join tod7t
ecution oi the wad
AivuriMlo i'liiuTiiac-y- , .itrst auit trvW-

Ur

STATE

RETURNED TO JAIL
AFTER

ARREST

Made;

All

Fqj the past

14

years

of the banka of the Hudson

Bayer -- Tablets and Capsules of
Aspirin contain genuine Aspirin. Demand thetn in the original packages.
For your; protection every package
and every tablet is plainly and invariably marked with

Road and

"Tho
Vcyor Croso

rarciAL conntspoNOBNCK in wornins jomrnali
Washington, Aug. 27. The Fhitcd

IT Q
Th trndivm.Trk
Anirin'
la a jguarnntccttW
tbe
Mates highways council today made
in
tscno
flaiicyncuaa
tahlotq nnd captules
public its regulations, effective Septhe roliublu Bayer fnanutacture.
tember 10, governing highway and
street work during tho period of tho
war. Federal approval Is required
for practically all highway construction.
"No manufacturer," the councils
announcement says, "will furnish any
road building material until the proBum. tin Ti.i ....
ject has been approved by tho United
.it ma
States highway council."
a
The proposed work that should be
first submitted to the Fulled States r,
highways council through the appropriate state highway department is
defined as follows:
"All proposed highway, street, culvert and bridge construction, reconstruction and maintenance Involving:
(a) the Issuance of bonds; (h) the
use of rail or water transportation;
(c) tho use of coal or oil as fuel; id)
the uso of cement, brick, asphalt, oil
The army
list for August
tar, crushed stone or steel (also sand 27 follows: casually
and gravel where shortage exists) as Killed in action
47
highway material.'
;)
Missing In actio n
The council urges that new high- wounded severely
l:tn
way and street construction be conHied of wounds
16
fined to most essential needs, and an- Died of airplane accident
1
nounces that It will give first considDied of disease
eration to tho maintenance of high- Wounded, degree undetermined . 32
Reconways already completed.
struction is to be favorably considered
.'
Total
326
only where it Is clear that maintein
killed
Action.
nance is no longer possible except
Captain Kay p. Hanistm. Columbia
at prohibitive cost.
City, lnd.; Lieutenants Kenneth K.
Military Heads First.
New Construction, it is announced, Fuller. Kxeier, N. II.; Calvin George,
Atlanta, (5a.; Charles Evan llurlbutt,
will bo given
consideration by tho Oshkosh,
Wis-Sergeants Kugeiwi P.
council in the followdng order;
South Boston, Muss.; Coorge
Canty,
First, highways and streets of mili- I.
i'liro, Junction, Wis.; Edmund Wel-totary value, used
regularly for tho
Mass.; Cororals
transportation of military supplies hi Floyd Dorchester,
Gallagher, Kimbolton, (.).: Paul
considerable quantity, for the moveLuoian
Ft.
Harder,
Atkinson, Wash.;
ment as an established' practice of
William Jtlzos, St. Louis. Mo : James
army truck trains, or essential to the C.
n
Robinson.
Sutton,
Pa.; Hubert
efficient operation of a military canCraidge, Hay City, Mich.;
Guy
tonment, post or plunt; second, highTex.; Erjgene
ways and streets of national economl. McCarty, Grnndview.
value, serving directly to promote the Trottier, Brockton, Mass.; Jerry J.
Mucera.
III.;
Chicago,
Cook, John M
national welfare and not merely local
welfare;
third, unfinished contracts Pal la, Scranton, Pa.
Privates William Col! Is, New York;
involving contraetural obligations (incurred prior to April 5. 1!I8. where John A. Killmeyer, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
bond issue Is Involved) which may Robert Haney Lymburner, Hoarbor
not be disturbed without serious conPeach, Mich.: George Sodlork, Chisequences; fourth, streets and high- cago: James Witt, Norris. H. D. MarL. Alderton, Great Cacapon, W.
not
ion
which
national
of
ways
although
economic Importance are of extreme Va.: Conrad M- Ellingson, Canton, S.
local Importance, und the construction I).; Samuel Raymond Forney, Likens,
of which has
progressed to such a Pa.; Frank F. Genn, Richmond, I ml.;
point that serious hardship would bo Henry M. Gerald, Loris. H. C: Philip
r.
If
their construction or com- Ghelfi, Genoa, Wis; William
caused
'
Detroit, Mich.; Magnus Gron-da- l.
pletion should bo postponed.
Plans Program for 10HI.
Wallace W.
Siarhuck, Minn.;
The council Is soon to begin, in co- Uifayette, Bane. VI.: Sam C. Llnd-seKansas City, Mo.: William C.
operation with the bureau of public
roads of the I'nited States department Lynch, Rutland. Vt.; James I Mcof agriculture, and the state highway Carty.
Moiithofluurel, Ky.; Samuel
departments,
preparation of a pro- McGuirc, Doeville, Tenn.; John C.
.; Frederick
gram of road und street construction.1 Meeker, Martinsferry,
reconstruction
and
maintenance Morris, Portland. Me.: Earnest Gus- States
the
for
the
I'nited
tlve Nuffer, Philadelphia; Charles J.
throughout
Rice. Syracuse. N. Y. Eason Tiney,
working season of 1919.
The purpose is to approximate ihe MacClesfield, N. C: Johnnie Wllburn,
character and amount of work deem- Dcnniston, N. C; Mar .Doris, Evans- ed essential for 1919, with the amount ion, HI-Delbert
Linden,
and character of financing and ma- Mich.: Teter F. Lish, Dickinson, N
terials involved, ami the probable de- D.
Lloyd, Salem, N. J.;
mand on rail and water transportaAdelhert Peterson, Jamestown. N. Y.;
tion and labor supply. The prepara- Gordon Rnwley,
Lankershlm, Cal;
tion of the program in each state Is Frank Rooney, Kippen, Mont.
to be in charge of tho stato highway
Died of Wounds.
department.
Cant. Kossunth T. Crossen, Albany.
The I'nited States hiahway council O.; Privates Otis Mnrthalcr. Beaver
Is composed of representatives from
Dam, Wis.; Hurley Mules. Elkhorn.
tho department of agriculture, tho Wis.; Emile Tardiff, Madison. Me;
war department, the railroad admin- Cornelius
J. Devereaux. Highland,
istration, the war Industries board and Mich.; Mika Duda, Chicago;
Mike
tho fuel administration. Logan Waller George, Chicago; John German,
Page, director of the bureau of public
F.
Gilbert,
Ala.; John
roads, is chairman of tho council.
Conn.; William Alfred Johnson,
Harronnett, Wis.; Leo Kahn, Chicago;
TEXAS WANTS RELIEF
Leo
Walter
Saginaw
Kohylazuk,
Mich.;
Kelly Shushereb.i, Smolkln,
FOR DROUTH STRICKEN Austria; John J. Sullivan. New Haven'
Conn.; Frank Young, Liberty, Neb.;
L. Zimmerman,
Edward
Cambridge
lar mornino journal SRaciAi. LKABCO wiNal
'
Austin, Tex., Aug. 27. The slate Mass.
Died mf Disease.
council of defense late today adopted
y
a resolution calling attention of Pres.Sergeant Ivan MoCufoheon, Chicaident Wilson and congress .to drouth go; Corporals Chester Dnniels, Norconditions In west Texas and urging mal, 111.; Stewart K. Novil, Htrouds'
congress to appropriate $50,000,000 burg, Pa.: Privates James W. Cros'
for relief.
land, Holden, Utah; William M. Glen- -
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TAKEN

FRENCH

CORPORAL

(Aaaorlnttd Prriw OirrmnondrnoO

With tho French Army In France,
Hi. The capture of TOO Germans Is the exploit attributed to
Pierre Cellicr, aged 23- a corporal in
the French tank corps- Two field
pieces also were taken.
Collier has been awarded thj croi
of the legion of honor, a reward
ly given to anyone but a commisAug.

sioned officer.
Cellier was In command of a lank
manned hy 15 Americans in th
fighting in tho Marne salient. A
shell atrurk tho tank and rend?rej it
useless. The men then advanced on
foot. Cellier
discovered
the Germans ambushed in a cava. Ho kept
gui'iil at the entrance for, an hour
whi n a Germ in appealed wilh a
white flag.
tea first ono
came the rest of the TOO.
by one.
The Germans 'lirew down til r arms
beferc Cellier and mac-b- 1 to the
rear at his dirocM'.n.

;

;
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York
Dr. Ferdiiwnt Klnr.
Thysician ami Jlcdical Author, taya
more
shonld prescribe
physician
Iron fot
organic
their patients Seyl anarmia Iron
it the greatest curse to the
deficiency
health, strength, vitali'y and beauty ad
the modern American Woman. Sounda
warning against uso of metallic iron
which may injore the teeth, corrode the
ttomach and in aome catea thereby do
more barm than Rood; advise use of
only nuxated iron, taken three times per
day after meals. It will increase the
strength and endurance of weak, nert-oufolk

In

time in many Instances.
alt ,irungili

two

week!
by

Dilpimci
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WHEN WEAK
;

OR RUN DOWN

by orironls or cute thrnut and lun
trout. - which ottun doru
and menace Ufa Jteelf, try tlllcleucy

ECKMATTS ALTERATIVE
This ti
"le!nm rrPrftl!on possetst-f- d
or
marked tonlo valua

In addition to
cnntalna no Alg
Drag.
$2 sue, sow $1.50.
$1 tin, aow 80e.
t"rlc include War tax. All druggists,
TVItrnn-TinTiorntorr
rhllaiVlnnH

It remrdlal auslltlra.
cohol, Narcotla or

"SAVE FOOD AND WIN THIS WAR"

Sell Ml

.

up-to-

l"

Easiest way to do

one-ste-

without wheat.

-

OSTi&f
TOASTIES

treat-man- t:

act-Tha- t

1

M

-

urones

0

I fl

j

r

don, Winchester, Mass; Arthur J.
inman, Chicago; Harold E. May, Toledo, O.
Diccl from Alrplnno Aeelck'nt.
1'iivate Ronald Bathe McNeil,

of Honor

T

n r.,.

com-mitte- e,

.

M

-

TO STAGE

f'-c-

RULING

LATE

prove Nearly

MOVIE FILM

ESCAPED PRISONER

Aspirin

;

Street Construction.

GfiF.il TOFFICIAL1

TIME

lilUl

S. Highways Council, Effective Sept, 10, Must Ap-

1

-

Demand the
Original Packade

U.

ft

5HQW BANKERS 0

iilbhWM

IS

,

ANCIENTCITYT 0

THREE

Wednesday, August 28, 1918.

We have just received a very complete, assortment of Boys' Suits
-

lor scnooi ana .aress wear.

',

' :

E yto
$5.50 $lS.Od;

'oys' reliable School Shoes
.$3.50 to $4.50
Boys' Waists, Sweaters, Hosiery and Everything
Wears ;;
,'
Boys' Shirts with soft cuffs
....'. . .$1.00
school
Neckwear
for
wear
25c and 50c
Nobby
'
Y
Y;
Corduroy Pants, New Caps

......

""'--

Washburn
Outfitter for Men and Boys

..

Go.

-

'

FOUR

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
W

ft

STANDING

N

OF THE TEAMS

Stolen base r'ntxhaw. Sacrifice hits!''
Stock. CravHth, Boone, ifjcriflee'
flies McKechnie. Schmidt. . Double; LETTERS FROM OUR
plays Bancroft, Pearco and I.uderus
SOLDIERS IN FRANCE
(2): Adams, Bancroft and Ludcrus:)
S:otl(, Pearce and Lmlerus; Cut- -'
shuw, Boone and Mollwitz. Bases
on
2. offj
Off rrendergast
15. V. Kliilinian.
Comstock 1, off Hill
Struck out
I!v Prenilergast 2. bv llgg 1. by Coni-- j N. Sergeant It. '. Sltlllnnin of Hosucl,
a
M..
slock 2, bv Hill 3, by Sanders 1. In-- , written tomember of Batterv "A." lias
ntngs ptyohed By Pi cn lcrgiist 7, bv West Central Mrs. B. V. uiiea. 1417
from Camp
avenue,
Hogg 2, by Gomstonk 3
by ilill
Mcrritt, X. J., an interesting letter re.
4
by Sanders 1.
garding the Xew Mexico soldiers in
Second game:

Spends $1,000,000 a Weekv

.National L'nguc.
Won.

II

ON HULLY

Chicago
Cincinnati
New York

6TH

,

Pittshurch
Philadelphia

GARDNER

I

Boston
St. Lou's
Brooklyn

American

Indians Knock Johnson Out of

Philadelphia's
Third Baseman Drives Ball
Into Left, Field Bleachers.

Turner,
Kvnm

4

.20
.

2

3

1

I

2
2

0

0

0

II

2
2
S
2

. .

5

n

0
i

.

4
4

0

1.

1

1

3

1

. .

21)

3h

CVNrill, c
Morton, p

Coveleskie, p

Totals

.....

Fieison,
7.

77

5
2

r,i

7

I:' 4
.4 M

,14

7:.

.IIS

Lts

1

j

W-j-

Pc
.r,74
.:,o

Lost.

70

52

lis

r,.1
r.:5

'

r.s

52
r.il

Pa neroft, ss.
Wi'llaniH. cfStock. 3b
Lmlerus, lb
Meusel. If

5G::
.SOS

CI
ltd

".Si

.4SS

7:1

.4 41
.4.! I

:!

.417

4.",

1

0

0

(I

rt

0

II

I)

1

R

1

2

it. ii.

r.

i

2

3
4
5
4

1

1

0

2

0

2
ft
1

II

0

ft

ft

0
0

3f,

6 10r.2f!

o. Hush,

ah.

ss

1

0

2

5

1

1

0

n

i

ft

0

13

It

1

.

.33
5

.

f

....

1

(I

IS

Turner out. hit by batted ball.
Batted for Johnson in sixth.

0

1

(I

(I

4

R

I

1

4

t

1

I
(I

0
0

I,

1

II

1

7

1

0

ft

ft
It

1,3ft

0
0

2
2

ft

4

4

0
0
0
0

I

A.
0

3

1

0

3

(I

3

(11
1

7

(I

II
4

0
0

1

(I

1
30 1
0 27 1 2
Tot;' Is
z
X
Batted for Agnew in ninth.
300 014 110ft
Score by innings:
6
AID 140 000
000 000 0202
hits McAvoy, Detroit .
1
000 100 000
Boston
hits Speaker,

Score bv innings:
Cleveland

Philadelphia Two-bas- e
Summary:
Gardner. Three-hos- e

Evans. DuRan. Home run Gardner,
Sacrifice hit Aeosta. Double plays
Chapman, Turner and Johnston:
Pagan, T'vkes and Burns. Bases on
balls Off Morton 2, off Coveleskie
7. off Johnson 7. off Pierson 3. Struck
out
l'v Morton 4, by Coveleskie 2.
by Johnson 1, by Pierson I. Innings

anil Office

WILLIAM

J. MULLIGAN,

i

--

PHILLIES TAKE
TW

x

PLAYERS

Philadelphia Hits Hard and
Timely, and This, With Ragged Fielding by Pittsburgh,
Gives Easy Victory,
T

MORNma JOURNAL SPfCIAL

Pittsburgh,
won

Aug.

27.

Wll
Philadelphia

LCASEO

two games from the Pirates. The
visitors hit timelv and this, together
with ragged fielding by the home
team, made the victories easy. Scores,
first game:
Philadelphia.
A P..

It. i I. PO. A. K.

e
3
hit White-man- . P.anciofi. ss
3
2
3
3
0
Summary:
Three base hit Young. Stolen Williams, cf
.".1 2 0 0 0
1
4
4
0
bases Veach, Harper, Mchang. Sac- Stock, 3b
1
5
0
2. Lmlerus, II,
2 10
0
bits Mclnnis, Whiteman
rifice
5
I
Double play Young to C,rl;rgs. Base" Mousrl, If
t 2 0 0
3
0
0
0
0
on bal's kallio 4, Bush. 3. Stiue'.i Cravat h. rf
4
II
3
llio
4
0
0
I'earce. 21i
3, Bush 13.
4
II
R
0
Adams, c
0
Prendergast, p ... 3 0 0 ft
New York
St. Louis
1
0
0
0
0
New York. Aug. 27. New York Hogg, p
practically clinched its hold on a first
1
7
. . 37
27 lfi
Totals
division position when it defeated St
Pittsburgh.
Ixmis in two games. Scores:
It. II. PO. A. E.
Ali.
First ga" icn
o
If
2
i
it. h. r:. Teach,
3
2
0
2
0
I'.fionc, ss
St. Louis ... 00(1 001 IJln 2 0 0 Bigbee, x
II
0
0
0
0
Xew York ... 22ft 000 0(,x 4 0
II
ss .';
(I
0
0
0
0
Kllam,
Batteries: lingers, Wright. Houek Carey, if
4
4
0
0
0
0
and
and Severeid; Love, Mogridge
4
3
0
0
Southworlh, rf ... I
Hannah.
4
2
2
2
0
C'ltshaw. 2b
Second game.
1
4
ft
7
Moll wit?!, lb
II. H. V.. McKechnie, 31
1
ft
3
ft
1
3
7
St. Louis. 003 100 020 00011 4 5 Schmidt, c
2
0
X. York. 000
1
0
0
0
0
0017
Cnniwtock, p
1
ft
0
0
Batteries: Houck and Severeid; l'in. Hill, p
0
Hinchmun. xx . . . 1 0 1 0 0 0
neran, Mogridge and Hannah
o
0
0
0
0
Shaw, xxx
0
0
0
0
0
0!
1!1; AllGF.XTIXFi WIIIKI.F.SS
Sanders, p
STATION,
3
It is announced lliat the Marconi
11 27 10
30
Totals
X
Batted for Boone In eighth.
company will build the largest wireRueno
xx Batted for Hill In eighth.
less station in the world near
xxx Ran for Hinchmun In eighth.
Aires. The contract for the work
has just been closed. The power of
Score bv innings:
000 500 1017
the new station will he 1,000 kilo-- ' Philadelphia
li
100 010 121
waits, and three towers will be ercted Pittsburgh
Three-base
each the size of the Kiffel tower.
hit Leach.
Summary:
1

1

1

1

.

1

1

1

I

I

1

Tor mieutnatlsni, Stomach

1

1

1

1 :!

102-30-

Trou-

1

.

1

T. C. McDERMOTT,
FAY WOOD, N.M.

1

t

1

I

1

1

bles, Kidney Ailments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
etc.
Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Climate, Health. Pleasure, LarBe
Modern Hotel. Booklet.

AO. U.

......

11

li.

16

1

PO. A.E.
2

0

Totals
Patted for

r'"'"

wrote Mrs. Rhea at the
etiuest of her two sons. Wilbur and
Leslie Rhea, who are members of
Battery "A." She has a third son. II
Raymond Rhea, who is also In France.
The soldier says in his letter that
the battery is so skillfully concealed
that not a man has been wounded.
The sergeant, who Is sent to America
as an inspector, writes thnt he will
visit his home in Roswell soon and
then will spend some time in Albu-

n

805 West
In

Silver avenue.

L. Douglas

IB

part:
ocean.
"I have not written lately as Submarine Junction. Briny View and
Whaleville do not take mall and the
are the only stations we have passed.
At present I am 'rocked in the cradle
of the deep.' I would like to tell you
where I am hut I cannot. However
it Is not a train, auto, aircraft, submarine or raft and I am not swimming
but don't know how soon I will have
to. We are about two miles from land
now but it Is straight down and rather
.Mid

27
:i
.Miller in seventh.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

i:

8
200 000 000
100 0012

00ft

boggy.
"Sea sickness was quite n fad dur
ing the first days out but it Is goins;
out of style now. It dldn t bother ma
much, but when I saw a hungry fish
I fed him freely. It is not always con
venient to wait for a fish. There is
one good romdy for sea sickness and
that is to go to the boat rail when you
Sanders
feel sick. That Saves much work.
Although I never drank a thing I could
not walk straight and every little hi:
tho deck would fly up and hit me on
50SPENDERS POPULAR
the dome. Fifteen months ago if
someone
had told me I would be beIN HUN PRISON CAMPS
tween where you are and 'somewhere'
n
and telescope, squintwith a
1HV MOHMINO
JOURNAL IPECiAI. LIAStD W1!)
calfcd him
27. "Suspenders ing for a sub, I should have
Memphis. Aug.
are nonnlar here" writes Cant. John a liar.
all the
lifebelts
to
wear
"We have
V. Morris to h s relatives In Memphis
I am disappointed as I hoped to se-from a war prison camp at Hastatt, five
or six sunk, for the more we sin'i
"I
Baden. He explains
adding:
the ocean will be, and t
d
of my bMl the shallower
have contributed
Mail cannot
Is deep now.
to th" salvage dump and could spars certainly
catch us now but I think soon we will
more."
ho checked and then we can get letCapliiin Morris was a medical offi- ters. I am not going to write much
cer of the Scottish "Black Watch" worth
as the censor will de- regiment and was taken prisoner at llcte it. reading
when
But
you are writing to
GerKemmel hill last March. The
use ink or I will not get it. You
me
the
to
for
mans put him
work caring
the
may not get this for some timeInas wet
wounded prisoners of war.
boats can't make much time
weather and It has rained two days so
the ocean la some damn. Our next
FISHING SCHOONER
pay will he pounds. I shall probably
draw a couple of ounces not much
IS SUNK BY
to carry.
"We have to weak lifebelts all tin
BY MONNINa JOURNAL BPICIAL LBARKD WIRK
time. They are first cousins to a ga-- ,
A Canadian
Atlantic Port, Aug. 27. mask. I never did tell you atiout my
The new American fishing schooner hat, did I? Well It is a Ford. Henry
Rush of Boston, was sunk yesterday makes them. I don't know how many
for biTt
morning by an enemy submarine miles they are guaranteed 1n
it and
while on the fishing grounds off this have made a good many
coast. Crew arrived here safely to- when I land I am going to have
blacksmith put my name on it."
day.
Another letter written by Lane in
Boston. Aug. 27 The Hush sailed
from here a week ago today with a France follows:
"I cannot say much but every little
crew of 23 under command of Captain
helps. I wrote one letter but it I was
Alvaro Quadros.
censored and sent back to me.
In a small French village and
next move will be to do my bit.
my
"WAY
DUTCH DEVISE A
We are faring fine but would much
he at home. I am learning
TO SLAUGHTER PIGS rather
French rather easily as it Is somewhat like Spanish.
be at home
"I shall probably
lV MORNtNd JOURNAL RtC(AL LIARtO WIRIt
Dutch
27.
The
Christmas or in hell as we are mlxin"
Amsterdam, Aug.
and its do
government's
prohibition of slaugh- things to a
have been in sound,
tering pigs is evaded in a very simple or quit now. I am
aching to see the
way. Plenty of captains are found for of the firing and
the
a consideration who will take a pig front line soon. The joke Is onsome
aboard their luggers, kill it in the mid- bovs at home as we have seen
dle of the Zuyderzee and bring the sights which may never be seen again.
meat back ready dressed without any- The big shells make such bis flares
one being the wiser.
at night when they explode."
S. W. Bartli.
The authorities are In this case
Nathan Barth has received from
powerless.
Summary: Two base hits. Ludcrus,
Three
Carey, Cutshaw. McKechnie.
Sacrifice
hits,
base hit, Bancroft.
Double
Smith.
Cravath.
Ludcrus.
and
Ludcrus;
piavs. Bancroft, Pearce
Meusel and Adams. Pases on balls off
Watson 4. Struck out In- Miller 1. by
Sanders 1. Innings pitched, by Miller

Slioes

n

Are Carried and Sold Exclusively by the

Wright Clothing Co.
y

i

nno-thir-

T

HOOVER

Sealed proposals for constructing
or improving tho National Forest
Road project located within or partly
within the Santa Fe National Forest,
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, will bo received at Rom 202,
Luna Strickler Building, Albuquerque,
New .Mexico, until 1 o'clooi:, P. M., 011
the second day of September. '018,
at which time and place they will be
The
publicly opened and
Is reserved to reject any and all bids,
and none will be conjidevod except
those from contractors ascertained, to
bo experienced and responsible.
,
to be conTho length of project
structed or improved is approximately
4.21 miles, and the principal Items of
work are approximately as follows:
Clearing and grubbing, grading roadway and constructing culverts and retaining walls.
Said contract form and the maps,
plans, specifications and estimate of
quantities may be examined by
contractors at the following

KITCHEN

(By A. J'. hIMS.)
Sliced peaches and cream, barley
waffles
and corn syrup or honey,
poached eggs, coffee.
If you were called to sit down to
this breakfast this morning wouldn't
And no
you do so with alacrity?
sugar needed except in the coffee,
with even that optional.
But there's
a great deal more to this sugar questionCome up to the Hoover kitchen
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock and let
two capable women show you how to
can everything except their husbands.
I 'or I ho Husbands
llglitin; at Home.
There is no excuse for not having
good bread, cakes or muffins, even If
If your
you are not using wheat.
wife doesn't supply them send her up
to the Hoover kitchen at 2:30 thi
afternoon and she can learn how. We
used to hear "avoid substitutes" but addresses:
we must use them now.
Room 301 Tramway Building, Denver, Colorado.
PiOom 202 Luna Strickler Building,
his son, S. W. Barth, Batterv "A,"
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
14fith. F. A A. E. F., a lcttciJ as follows:
State Engineer's Office. Santa Kc,
"Just a line to let you know I am New Mexico.
well and feeling fine. I am traveling
J. A. WH1TTAKER,
all over France and am seeing quite a
District Engineer.
bit of tho country. From what I
hear not; a man of Battery "A" has
Bed
Don't nogleet the "Two-Bit- "
been wounded, although we have been Croon Club.
Join tnda.
two
weeks.
more
in action for
than
I am not with the boys at the front,
am always behind, so you need not
worry about my getting hurt. Things
seem to be going mighty fine for the
General Pershing has made
allies.
the statement that we either will be
In Heaven, hell or Berlin by DecemWe are In a position to give
ber 24. so things are bound to be
more vnluo for the money than
lively from now on."
any other BUILDING I1KM In
tills vicinity.
Office With
re-il-

General Contractor

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

320 West

rs

Phone 441

Gold.

LUMBER
Paint,
J.

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE til

Oils, Glass, MaHtiold Kooftni

and Building Paper.
C. BALDRIDGE LUMBEP
COMPANY

j

No-Man-

FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION at Mountain Park have' asked the.
Woman's Land Army of New Mexico for 250 women for the month of October to pick and pack the apple crop, estimated at 150 carloads,

THE

alone,

in
in

England worked on the farms, There are tothe barns and fields of. New York state

(60-70-

J.

crops,

V

i

WILL YOU JOIN THE RANKS?
For information

'

apply

Chairman Pro Tern Woman's Land Army,
SHALL THE WOMEN OF NEW

MEXICO

Bernalillo

County,

LEAD OR FOLLOW?

can)

oer doa.)
Cheese, American, full cream (cut) (per lb.)
Lard, pure loaf (bulk) (per id.) .
Lard, pure leaf (in tins) (per lb.)
Lard substitute (bulk) (per lb.)
Lard substitute (in tin) (per lb.)
Bacon, breakfast, sliced; (standard grade)
F.ggs

Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld, Albuquerque

2

salmon, tall nink Alaska (per 16
oz.) (No. 2 can) .
Canned salmon, tall red Alaska (per 16 o.)
(No. 1 can)
Evaporated Milk, unsWeet'd (per 6 oz. can)
Evaporated Milk, unsweet'd (per 16 oz. can)
Milk (bottled, dipped) 3 (per qt.) ...
Butter, creamery (print) 3 (per lb.)
Oleomargarine (per lb)

Canned

Already in Now Mexico there are many patriotic squads of women saving

.

lS-oa- .-

(No.

,

(fresh)

2

..........

7c over cost
.0SV4
.08
.OS1,"
.08
1

.

Will you help our boys in
's
Land-- by
helping on your own?
Last year 258,000 women
day 5,000 women working

6.35

6.80

bbl. bag 1 (12 I'A lbs.)..
Barley flour, per
9.G0
6.20
Barley flour (bulk) Mi bill, pugs
i
bbl. bag 1 (I2',2 lbs.)..
Rye flour, per
f..2."
5.
95
Bye flour (bulk) H bbl. pkBS
6.40
6.40
Corn flour (bulk) !.Y.
10.75
10.00
Rice flour (bulk)
5.85
5.50
Cornmeal (bulk) 14 'fper lb.)
Cornmeal (pkg.) 5 lbs. or less (per. lb.)
.08
.08
2
(10 oz.)
Victory Bread (price per loaf)
6.70
6.70
Oatmeal or rolled oats (bulk) (per lb.)
.0!!
.07
Oatmeal or rolled oats (pkg ) (per lb.)
.13
.10
Rice, unbroken, standard quality (per lh.)...
.07
.06 Vi
Hominy or hominy grits (per lb.)
8.57
8.35
Sugar, granulated (bulk) (per lb)
.14
.13'j
Beans, while navv or oea. not lima (per lb.)..
Beans, colored, pinto or any other colored
.08
.08
variety (per lb.)
3.50
.3.50
Potatoes, white or lrish (per lb.)
' - 8.90
4.50
Onions (per lb.)
.U!i
,12'.!
pkg.)
Raisins, seeded (per
.11
.11
)
Prunes, medium size
(per lb.)
Canned Tomatoes, standard grade (per J!0
oz-.12
(Xo. 2 can) ,
Canned Corn, standard grade (per 20 oz.)
.15
.i
(Xo. 2 can) . . . . i
Canned Peas, standai'4 grade (per 20 oz.)

.08
.08
.12
.07

.08
.09
.15
.08

.10

.10
.10
.15
.15
.10
.10
.20

.1111

.12',i
.12Vi
.00
.00

ATb

.12'j

25

16

.16

.20

.25

.23
.04
.10

.23
.05
.11

.30

.35
.07
.15

.47i

.47
.33
.60
.30

,33
.60
.30

.24
.24
.27

10.24
,24

.24'

Ve

.05

tt

.UVi

...

Use-on-

.52
.40
.60
.40

.50
.37

.60
.40.

'

.33
.30
.30

.28

Bt.

and

Copper Ave.

s. o. s.

ittle

Girls

The Morning Journal wants a lot of

Clean Cotton Rags

.20

.20

Fourth

"Small Boys
--L-

Vfc

20

.11

Vi

'

.IS

'

Hudson for
Picture Frames
.

HELP!

'.08
.15..

.15

Ms

Here is your chance to make money with which to
Buy War Savings Stamps. ;
By collecting the rags," and bringing them to this
office.
Prevailing Market Prices Paid.

S. O, S.

o. s.

'

.45
.84
.
.40
( ner lb.
. i"i
- t,
.40
Pork chops (per Ib.y
.X... ..
.33
.35
.38
per 10.) wnoie
smoked, sliced
.35
,
Round steak (Der'lb.) t
not
drawn
Hens, year or more old, dressed,
.
.30
(per lb.)
Fish, fresh, plentiful variety 4 (per lb.)....
Not a fish country.
teaspooQful (lump) sugar where two were used before.

....

.04

WallPaper

o. s.

.12V4

.11
.04 M
.05
.15
.15

.15

s.

Hudson for Signs I

!

"n"

i 5.00

liht

.

Wallace Hesscldcn

isfair price lists, which are being
of a
THE WM. FARft COMPANY
admlnfstration
its
made
here
oou
sued by
and arc In temH as
These lists are compiled by a committee of food experts
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
on
u
ions
reflect
an aid to buyers. The lists are in no way intended to cast the adn nW .i
FRICSH AND SALT Ml UTS
by
retail and wholesale merchants here, who are recognized
Sa usage a Specially
Rather are tho lists intend tl
lion to be doing their best to be of service.
leave the For Cattle and Hogs the Rnlint
to act as a guide in these times when fluctuating prices often
Market Price Are Fald
buyer at a loss.
t
follows:
listIssued
The
yesterday
Retailer to
Jobber to
Consumer
Retailer

li"'

Notice to Contractors.

j

WHIFFS FROM THE

pop-gu-

The

of New Mexico

1

"Headquarters for Men's Footwear"

2-

Fair Price List Issued By
Food Administration As an
Aid to the Buying Public

TO THE WOMEN

llf

Union Made

Edward l,aiu
Edward Lane. Company D. 183rd
infantry, A. 15. F., has written an interesting letter to his aunt, Mrs. C. R.
Quier,

77v'l

j

querque.

letter follows

.

1

SPRINGS

S

.

1

HOT

I

.

1

FAYW00D

12

Boone, ss.;
Carcv, cf.
South worth, cf.
Cutshaw, 2b. ..
Hinchmun, lb.
Shaw. 1b
McKechnie, 3b.
Smith, c. ......
Miller, p
x Bigt.ee
Sanders, p

out-Ka-

Albnijncrnne.

1

2

:i

:;7

Lcarh, If

1

Vnrk

0

4

I'ltlsbiirgh.

1

Machinist
Kmrtneers Founder
AluCartings In Iron, Brass. Bronze,
Electric Motors. Oil EngtnM
minum.
Pumps and Irrigation.

2

5
3

Totals

Two-bas-

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

0ft

0

c
Watson, p.

PIT

Hi

0

1

"

Score by imiingf:

ft

2
S
2
3

3

.

J. Bush, p.
zSchang .

4

4

All. It. H. PO.

.

I

2

1

7 27

2

!Ost'n.

rf .
i Hooper, 2I
i Hhean,
Strnnk, cf
1
Whl tenia n,
Mclnnis, lb
n Scott, ss

1

ii
4

.....

5

m wti"'"?

France.

PO. A. R.

A (lams,

n

.

J .Totals

Knew, Ci

1

Philadelphia.
Ar. It. II.

Cravath. rf
Paerce, 2 b

A. K

.

ft
ft

A

r If. Pi '.

.

0

3

0

ft

1

2

ft

0

!clrol.

Jones, 3b
0 Vitt, ef .
Veacli. If
ft
Hi
0 Criggs.
Harper, rf
.2 Young. 2b
Spencer, c
Kallio, p

1

2

0

1

ro.

0 1.1
2
0

1

1

1

7

27

Detroit 2: Boston 1.
Boston, Aug.
of
Hush
Boston fanned thirteen Detroit pinythe'
but
Detroit.'
ers,
visitors
won.
scored twice in the eighth on sneers
sive singles bv Jones, Vitt and Veach.
and an infield out, .lop Bush deflect-inGrinds' drive and Shean throwing
oirt the batter in Vitt footed with the
winning run. Score:

.

3

4
3
2

I.

o
0

3

4

Totals

0
Oi
Ol
n
0

1

a u.

p

1

0
0
I)

1

PliiliuMpUn.
Kopp. If
Aeosta, cf
Burns, lb
Oarclner, 3 b
McAvoy, e
Dykes, 2b
Dug.ui,- ss
Johnson, p
Mncnch, ?.r.

(is

g

2

5

S5

Janiirson, rf

tir,

:,(i

l!7.-Jo-

1

Coumhe. If
Craney. If
'ood. if, cf
.lohnstnn, 2h

,"!!

1.'.S
.4 14

pitched
By Morton 4, by Coveleskie
5, by Johnson li. by Pierson 3.

horn run into the left field bleachers.
Score:
Cleveland.
A B. It. 1. TO. A. K.
I
1
(I
2
3
0
Reseller, rf
,

H4

S.tCIAL LtAft.O Wll.fl

Philadelphia, Aug.
S to 6,
by a rally in the sixth. In
that inning Cleveland knocked Johnson out of the box. Gardner drove a

Ppe-iker-

r

,4!i?

;.4

fin

riiiladeli.hia

won,

rhipman, i'fus

r."
(I J

I

Won.

St. Louis
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Washington
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the Box;

4

ii

Pel.
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Wednesday, August 28, 1918.
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.50
.40
.40
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LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
431 NORTH FIRST 8TREET

I

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

FIVE

Wcclnrsilay, August 23, 1918.

WILSON PLAYING

POLITICS, SAYS

CO.
NtIN

P.

SOLON

UM4L BPKCtAk '.tABCD

VVashinston, Aup. '27.

Speaking in

the house today, lu-p- esentative
of Illinois, republican, challenged President Wilson's recent slate
tnent that "polities is adjourned," nnd
criticised the president for recen:
published letters in opposition to th
candidacy of certain members of ttv
house and the senate.
"Sime the fourth
of March,
'J 913, politics in this day
country has not
been adjourned for a sinsle, solitary
minute," said Mr. Rodenberg. "It
even been held In abeyance.. It
controls every official act und every
official appointment. It is found in
i

j

aUi.WUm,!M,
issAWikntotyfr

BY ORDER OF

PUBLIC
NOTICE

ha-no- t

every brunch of public service;"
"Was politics adjourned when the
president wrote a letter antagonistic
to the candidacy of Mr. Slayden of
Texas, designed to promote the political aspirations of his oppoent, who by
the remarkable coincidence, happens
to be a brother-in-laof the postmas-

Southern Wholesale Grocers Association

Take South Edith street car;
get off at Coal avenue and
walk one block west to Arno
street.

Take South Edith street car;
get off at Coal avenue and
walk one block west to Arno
street.

ter general?" asked Representative

Kodenberg.
Referring to President Wilson's en-- l
dorscmcnt of Mr. Ford, Mr. Kodenberg said:
"Jt was Henry Ford, who less than'
four months ago declared:
"'I don't believe in the flaK: it is
only something to rally around: when:
the war is over these flags shall conic
down, never to go up again.'
"Jt was the Influence of Henry Ford'
and his millions that secured exemp-- l
tion from military service for his son.j
Kdssel, who is of drafj. ago and in the
prims of vigorous young' physical!
manhood and Vet it is Henry Ford1
who today basks in the sunshine of!
presidential favor."

lot of the well known
Crystal White Soap, 6c value,
Association Price
Big

BIG

7 for 25c

CUT OUT SUNDAY

AND WILL BE SOLD LOCK, STOCK AND BARREL, ENTIRE and COMPLETE
IN TEN DAYS

PATRICK J. O'TOOLE, Receiver

43c

STOCK CONSISTING OF IMPORTED and DOMESTIC GROCERIES, CANNED
GOODS, BOTTLED GOODS OF ALL KINDS, PATENT MEDICINES, TEAS,
COFFEES, ETC.

Wll!)

mi
T
omorrow-- 1 nurs..J aus:.J
5 for 25c
AT
A. M.
C

-

The following exceptions to the request are made:
"Tractors ajid motor trucks engaged1
in hauling offreight: physicians' auto- mobiles; ambulances, fire and police
apparatus; public, utilities,
repair'
wagons, gasoline railway equipment
nnd motor vehicles used by personfi
living in rural communities without!
ot.her nnans of transportation.
AutomobileB for. , hire, , Includlns
taxii abs, are Included in the class of
motor vehicles that are expected to,
observe the request.
This action was determined upon!
by Fuel Administrator Garfield and
oil Director Reiua, as a precaution
against a threatened shortage of gasoline for overseas shipment. Mr.
said there Is sufficient gasoline
in the country, but to be on thja safe
Bide it would be necessary for the consuming public to exercise the strictest
economy and to this end the public
was asked not to se motor vehicles
or motor boats for pleasure on Sundays. He said it was not likely the
restriction would he necessary for any
great number of Sundays.

roll Toilet
Association
Price
Paper,
l--

wace

i

IP

s
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Washington,

27.

WII

awards

Aug.
Wage
to shipyard workers
on the Pacific
coast and in the Delaware river district havo practically been determined
on by the shipbuilding labor adjustment board. It is planned to make
the text of the board's
decisions in
these districts available to the work-er- g
at the yards on September 3, hut
the terms may be announced here
When the decisions are mailed.
Increases, It was intimated, will be
granted for the next six months the
period for which each decision ap-

plies.
Memlers of the board sent to President Wilson today the "friendly demands," of skilled mechanics in the
shipyards that their wages be increased to $1 an hour.
Wage increases already granted
shipyard workers amount to $300,000
and the board is said to be desirous
of knowing how far the president Is
willing that increases Bhall go.

What U. S. Is Doing
at Home to Combat

German Influence
1ST
;

MOftNINa JOURNAL

SKOAL LKASID

WIRK

Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 27. More than
a dozen residents of the vicinity of
Sutton, Neb., were compelled to appear before the .council of defense at
Clay Center yesterday because of their
alleged failure to comply with a request by the council that the use of
the German language be discontinued,
according to a report received here today by H. H. Johnson, chairman of the
council. The eases of four of the accused were referred to the state coun
cil of defense in Lincoln for action.
Mr. Johnson said he feared trou-M- e
might develop near Sutton among
resiKngllsh and German-speakin- g
dents, unless the latter stopped the use
t
of German.

Pay your

25 Extra Salespeople

Canned Goods Department
canned peaches, in all "1 Q
brands; Association Trice
All 27c to 10c Canned Tears, in all
)1
brands; Association J'rice
All 27c to 40c canned Apricots, in all
.
brands; Association I'rice
All 27c to 40 canned Blackberries, all
brands; Association I'rice .
tlUj
All 27c to 40c canned Cherries, in all
Qrt
Association
Trice
CiLiKj
brands;
All :':
to 30c canned Green Gage
"XHin
and Kgg I'lums; Association I'rice
A'l'C
All 17c to 35e

1

yfn i.v
.dUC
nil. ....

good English. Apply in person

1

1

....1
1

Department
In all

QQi'
iJVj im

Teas, in all
brands; Association I'rice
All 50c to 85c canned Cocoa, in all
brands; Association Price ...
All 40c Ground Chocolate;
Association I'rice
AI145c Baker's Caked Chocolate;
Association Trice

Q7i
OIL
OH

60c to $1

Of

C

s

All 16c to $4.00 canned

Syrup,
in all brands; Association Trice

,

...

Big lot of Searchlight and Saginaw Matches, value 8c per
box. Association Price

Box

Big lot of Kerr's Self Sealing
Pint Mason Jars, value 80c per

dozen.

Association Price

60c per Dozen
Big lot of 15c cans Velvet and
Prince Albert Smoking
co. Association trice

"Two-Bit- "

9c

Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect, .'. v:';;;;i : rp.

.

tin

C

stock, call Mr. OToole. Phone 328.

at once.

lie

Corn, in all

brands; Association Trice
All 17c to 40c canned Teas,
brands; Association I'rice

in all

All liic to 3f)C canned String Beans,
In all brands; Association Trite
All 17c to 30c canned Tomatoes, lit al.

12c

lOic
13c
Tips,
19c
in all
,17c

Association Trico
All 25c to 40c canned Asparagus
In all brands; Association Trice
All 22c to 25c canned Kuccolash.
brands; Association Trice
AH 17c to 25c canned Lima Tcans,
In all brands; Association i'rice
brands;

12c

P

up
up
up
up
up
up

Canned Baking Powders
All 5c to $4.00 canned Baking Towder,
In all brands; Association Trice
All 5c to 10c Canned Baking Hoda,
in all brands; Association I'rice
'
5c package Yeast Koam,

Association

3c
3c

up
up

31c

I'rice

Canned Milk Department
canned Milk, St; Charles
fan
lit)I
Ul other
and Tet brands; Association Trice i
are
about
,0oo
Bear in mind that there
articles in this stock too numerous to mention for
lack of space.
All Talent Medicines, Toilet Articles, etc., will go
'
at jour own price.
All 8c

.

...

J.L "l'

All 20c to 40c canned Salmon,
in all brands; Association Trice

.

All 10c to 60c canned

Sardines,
in all brands; Association Trice
All 25c to 40c canned Kippered He
in all brands; Association Trico
All 35c to 65c canned Lobster,
In all brands; Association Trice ,
All 17c to 40c canned Tuna Tish
in all brands; Association1 Trice
All 20c to 35c canned Shrimp,
in all brands; Association I'rice
.

.

16c up
......7'c up
n.":Bl9cup

lot of Kellogg's Corn
Flakes, large size package,
value 15c; Association Price
Big

9c

Mr. Conroy, one of Albuquerque's oldest
reliable grocers and you know
of high grade groceries he car-

reputation for handling the best
groceries that money could buy
is known far and wide.

12c up

.

....16c

up

Canned Soup Department
All 17c to 40c canned SoupB.
In all brands; Association Trice
All 17c to 60c canned Oysters,
In all brands; Association Trice

....

Al! 35c canned Clams, in all brands;

Association Trice

All 35c canned CJam

Association I'rice

Juice,

12c up
12c up
...29c

in all brands;

,

All 15c to 30ccanned Pineapple,
In all brands; Association I'rice.

OQf
bdOKs

llC

up

In all brands;

Th u r s day,

May, Saturday

and Monday,

Aug,

l fin
1UC

-

f

Lll

.....

X.Liu

f
XdC

1

-

Q

.

-

P

....

OC 1
OQ
idJV
S
...

XC ...
1A
XUC P

P

Cereal and Cracker Department

n

All 10c to DOc boxed Crackers,
In all brands; Association I'rice
C
All 12 ' to 25c boxed Macaroni, Spaghet- Q
tl. Vermicelli and Noodles; Assri. Trite OC
All 15c to 40c boxed Rolled Oat Oat- - - meal, Turfed Itice, etc. Association Trice A AC

and Sept, 2

31

1

11

Bottled Goods Department
All 15c to 60c bottled Tickles,"
in all brands; Association Price
All 17c to 75c bottled Olives,
In all brands; Association I'rice
All 17c to 40c bottled Relishes,
in all brands; Association Trice
All 10c to 45c bottled Grape Juice,
In all brands; Association I'rice
All 35c bottled Applo Cider,
Association I'rice
All 17c to 35c bottled Catsup,
in all brands; Association Trice
All 15c to 12.50 bottled Extracts,
In all brands; Association I'rice

Could not make any lower prices, for this will be the greatest bona fide sale of high grade groceries ever
attempted anywhere, and it will pay you to come even if you live fifty miles from here, for piles and piles of
these groceries cannot be duplicated by the wholesalers now at near these sale prices; so invest every poscan spare, for your own ultimate benefit. Be on hand promptly whin the doors open, and
sible dollar-yochoice
of
the best. Opening days
get your
29-30--

Department
....
I
A Xl
...... 11.,
1 )
ttn
Imv
t(
P
Association I'rice
XUC

All 17c to 40c glass Jellies,
in all brand:i; Assoiiatlon Trice.
All 17o to J1.30 glass Tre;wrve3,
In all brands; Association I'rice.
All 20c to 60c glass Marmalade

.....29c up

P

....

Up
..
UP

1
quart size bottle Vinegar,
35c value. Association Price
--

13c
Big lot of Empson 15c cans
Association
String Beans.
Price

.

and ends in ten days. The hour is set.

Mmmnsmmam

Terms of Sale
,
Strictly Cash

nr.

in

Ji

...

Look for sign over door.

CHARLES CONROY

.11

purchases of $3 or
over.
tram

The, date you know. Don't be misled.
A The Old Stand of

501 So. Arno, Corner Coal Avenue, Albuquerque
rHE SOUTHERN WHOLESALE GROCERS ASS'N.
.PATRICK J. O'TOOLE, Receiver

PHONE AND MAIL
ORDERS
nd

wdivedfiJ!e Q
ll'IIMfflffillliB

,

11
,V'

n

and most
the class
ried. His
grade of

Backed by the Sheriff

T o m o rro w

LI

Jellies, Preserves and Marmalade

Canned Fish Department

,

U1J

jO
0uC
'A (In
TtUv

Canned Syrup Department

3V2C

29c

WAR PRICES ARE SHATTERED

All 17c to 23c canned

Coffee, Tea, Cocoa and Chocolate

All

--

ciation Price

YOU ALL KNOW

Sahatoriums, hotel and restaurant keepers, if you wish any portions of this big

Canned Vegetables Department

IOC iin

uW

men, women and

girls; also 10 Spanish girls who speak

READ:

canned Coffee,
brands; Association Price

29

HEAR YE!

HEAR YE

WANTED

Wholesale and retail grocers wishing to
purchase whole or any portions of this
stock can make appointment with Mr.
Patrick J. OToole by calling Phone 328.

All 47c to $1

Big lot of Schilling Coffee in
1 lb.
cans, 45c value; Asso-

Buy $1.00 Worth of Groceries For 29c

READ-RE- AD

airds to

YARDS AGREED TO

r

3c

Roll Top Desk.
Electric Coffee Machine.

1

1

When this great sale starts, and will continue 10 days, groceries will go
at any o Id price
would not make prices any lower, so come prepared to buy the best of eatables at your
own prices, for often you will

'

Ro-q-

'

SHARP

9:i30

Big lot of 12

Cash Register.
McCaskey Register.
1 Horse.
1 Wagon.
2 Floor Counters.
2 Floor Display Cases.
5 Show Cases.
1 Fruit and
Vegetable Refrigerator.
1

WAIT WATCH WAIT UNTIL

cans Dutch Cleanser, Association Price
Big lot 10c

LCASCO

For Sale
1

Galvanized Wash
Tubs, values up to $1.40, Association Price

BY AUTOMOBILES

JOURNAL SPECIAL

val-

39c

DOOMED

GROCERY STOCK IS

$20,000

FOR WHATEVER SOMEBODY WILL GIVE

PLEASURE TRIPS

Washington, Aug. 27. The furl administration today called on the public
cast of t lie Mississippi to stop using
Kasolino for passenger automobiles,
motorcycle and motor boats on Sundays until further notice. I'hIpsk voluntary action on the part of the pub- - fTj
lie improves the situation .notice If
given that the administration will he
obliged to enforce prohibitory

Big lot bf Brooms, $1.15
ues, Association Price

South Arno, Corner Coal Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

501

Big lot of

IBY MOMNINtt

PUBLIC
NOTICE

10i2c
Big lot of 20c cans Campbell's
Pork and Beans, Association

Price

14c

SIX
AN INDEPENDENT

NEWSPAPER

if illbnfiUf rqu?

Morning Journal
Published br ths

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
J.

C.

ANDERSON,

Bids., Chicago, I1L

Eastern RepreFentntlve
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
SO V.tmt
42nd Street, New York.
Entered as second-clas- s
miiilt-at tlw
of
postofflce
Albuquerque, N. M under Aci
of Conrrest of March 1, 1879.
l.arper circulation than any other paper
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New
Mexico Issued every day In the year.
TEKMS OK SUBSCIUPTION:
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month. .7oc
$7,60
Yearly, In advance

n 6ficB"f68 CuScit ft its"."
Subscribers to the Journal when writing
to have their paper chanRed to a new ad1 1

dress must be pure to (five the old address.

"""The Morning Journal lias a higher circulation ratine thaa la accorded to any other
The American
paper In New Mexico."
Newspaper Directory.
O
O
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS, x
The Associated Press Is exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
the local ncwa published herein.
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takes and nrlnti
ly
Ixty hours and thirty minutes
Associated Press leased wire..
news-nanNo
other
week.
each
service
nnhlisheri In New Mexico take
hours of As- more than twenty-fou- r
a.,rvlfn riiirinf! A week.
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28.

dozons of landing places. Ought wc
to let our submarines lio in wait before these potts to see whether they
can possibly get a shot at a strongly
protected American transport escorted
by fast convoy ins vessels?
"The convoys do not arrive with the
regularity and frequency of railway
trains ut a great station, but, irrcsu-larlat great intervals of time, often
at nit;ht or in a fog. Taking all this
into consideration it is evident how
little prospect of success is offered for
tho special employment of submarines against American transports."
In this connection an article in Pas
Grosser Deutsrhland may bo quoted.
The writer recalls the chancellor's
discussion with tho party leaders on
August 8, 191 H, when statements were
maYlo about the strength of the submarines available) as well as the extension Germany would be able to
give to this arm, and it was considered that there would bo enough submarines by March, 1916, to go for
England with an excellent chance of
success.
Admiral von Iloltzondorff
expressed tho same opinion on February 12, 1916, in a report handed to
llerr von Ilethmann Hollweg. The
writer of tho article quotes the following passage from this report:
"The new submarine, war disposes
of such forces that, even reckoning
with the strengtheinng of the means
of defenso or the development of other assistance by the enemy
England will be reduced to such an
nntcnablo situation that she will bo
compelled shortly, at the latest in six
months' time, to conclude peace.'1
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D'Annunzio a National Leader
(From tho New York Evening Post.)
Capt. Gabriele d'Annunzio of the
royal Italian flying corps has lived
more intensely and more broadly, and
has tasted a greater portion of glory,
than any of the distinguished literary

AND PASTE

men of this time.
He mounted an airplane when aviation was still in its infancy.
To no
literary man of his time has it been
gilcn to make himself such a living
nittional force. Ho was a leader of
the nationalistic,
movement
which
brought Italy into the war in the
face of extraordinary difficulties. We
must go back to Tiis fellow-LatiLamartinc, for a parallel to the apotheosis which d'Annunzio
won three
years ago in the notable fete at Genoa
at the dedication of the monument to
GariUildi and his thousand. There the
poet delivered in the presenso of the
king and a vast multitude, the oration
which was everywhere accepted us
Italy.'s challenge to the Central Powers.
D'Annunzio's Is not the case of the
man snatched by oata.stropho from
tbie I'liltSvation of hip own walled
garden of pleasure or thought to a
(realization of his kinship with hu
manity at large. War has always done
that to the decadents, the cynics, and
the rebel anarchs of art. Wo aro not
surprised thai a man like Maxim
Gorky, whose preoccupation was always with the victims of a society he
scorned, should turn into an ardent

of-th-

pamphleteer for national unity and
for reasoned social progress.
Anatole
The war has brought
France out of his cloistered skepticism to utter the samo execration of
German designs that the simplest of
his
might give expression to. This, by the way, was
the second time Anatole France came
down from the higher atmosphere to
march shoulder to shoulder with his
sellow man; the earlier occasion was
Dreyfus, twenty years ago.
The war has swept that most "European" of all critics, Ueorg Hrandes,
from a state of lofty neutrality, to
hearty condemnation of German imOf international literature
perialism.
Holland alone refigures liotnain
mains "above the turmoil;" and with
him, too' there was u moment when
he moro than wavered.
That was
when Hauptmann's apology for Germany brought from Holland a passionate denunciation of German iniquities in Belgium.
With d'Annunzio it has not been a
sudden conversion.
As early as 190S
we find him at work on a trilogy of
national
greatness beginning with
"La Nave,"
which
symbolized the
of
Venice.
It is to d'Annunzio's
glory
cerdit that tho failure of his new venture, from the point of view of material success, did not drive him back
altogether to the enormously profitable romances of lust and flesh and
sultry death,
fellow-Parisia-

lation. I hope, Mr. Chairman, that
facts may develop to show that the
editor of this magazine has been imposed upon in the publication of this
article, for I believe him to be a man
big enough, of sufficient broad mind,
to realize the wrong that he has done,
and that he will endeavor to make
suitable and proper reparation, iiul
the times and the circumstances demand that the lies should not go uno
challenged, and I shall ask the
of the house wiiile I briefly refute a wretched slander upon a large

Congressman W. P.. Walton, speaking in tho house of representatives on
August L'O, delivered the following
speech in behalf of New Mexico and
denunciatory of the article entitled
"America's
Unguarded
Gateway,"
which appeared in the August number of the North American Review:
"Mr. Chairman, I am going to osk
the indulgence of tho members of this
house and not speak to tho bill under
discussion. I want to take the time allotted to mo to reply to a vicious and
slanderous attack upon tho loyalty and
the patriotism of over fift per cent of
the people of tho state of New Mexico which appeared in a recent issue
of a
publication. I can not
allow such an attack to go unchal
lenged. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that
after I have proceeded for a very few
moments you will agree that I am
Justified in making this digression;
that I could not do otherwise.
"Mr, Chairman, at a tinia when the,
United States is engaged in a war for
tho most, sacred rights of humanity a
war in which all patriots are burying
their personal differences, in the great
common cause for liberty; a war iri
which it is of the utmost Importance
that all of us should work together
with all our physical, mental, and
moral strength at such a time it
seems inconceivable that there should
be in all this land a man with a mind
so dark and a soul so small as to utter a monstrous libel against a large
body of patriotic. Americans who are
doing all and giving all for their coun- -

aj

ItOMI)ST

well-know- n

e.
o,

r,

i

thirty-secon-

trr.

seemR even mnro tncnncelvnble.
fMr."TtChairman,
that where such a man

z

Hie Vienna Arhriter-Zcftunff.- )'
We have recevied from absolutely
reliable sources further inlormation
regarding the conditions in the civil
ian Internment camp at Katzenau.
Let us glance at the daily diet
ary: Breakfast, a cup of greyish-greeconcoction passing us coffee
dinner, a dish of "soup." consist
ing of colored water with particle of
potato, a small piece of horse-flesthe odor of which is so disgusting
that it is Impossible to swallow it. and
one and a half ounces of bread. This
rood, which is often alive with maggots, never varies from day to day.
Numerous prisoners have sold all
they possessed in the way of clothing
to procure food enough to tivold starvation, and at this moim'hl they wans-dedismally ubout the cuiiip
and in rags,

(From

h

r

exists there should be found jn the
United States, a magazine recognized
as a reputablo
which
publication
would give utterance to his liuei;
would send forth through the mails,
with utter disregard for the truth or
without stopping to ascertain the
truth, a glaring, flagrant attack on
the people of the state which I have
the honor to represent a people who
are as true and loyal as live withtn tho
borders of any state in the union.
"And yet, Mr. Chairman, my attention has been called to a contribution on pages 312, 313 and 314 of the
August number of the North American Review, entitled "America's Unguarded Gateway," bearing the signature of Henry Wray, Kansas City. Mo.,
which for absolute and overwhelming
mendacity puts to shame anything
ever written by the most accomplished liar in the pay of the German
kaiser, and which, for the effect it
is calculated to produce in this time
of war, might well have been written
by one of the kaiser's agents,
Lies Aro Innumerable.
"The lies are so innumerable in this
contribution that they can not all be
Quoted. Suffice it to 'say, it is alleged
that New Mexico is governed by
her courts and Juries are
owned by Penitenles; Americans who
learn too much are found on tho highways, their heart decorated with neaj
1

j

Prni-tente-

perforations. It is whispered that no
one can talk against tho conditions
of New Mexico and live.
"The federal and state courts.
"It is alleged
" 'Obey the mandates of tho
and no penitente Is ever convicted in court, whatever tho evidence. If any Juror votes for a verdict contrary to the instructions ot
this organization, ho moves quickly
or forever after ceases to move.'
" 'In the lower courts the accused is
presumed to be' guilty until he proves
his innocence.
"Americans tried Ly a Penitente
s
Jury for an offense against the
arp liable to bo held indefinitely in a filthy jail kept by a Ponilontp
ulieriff; some have been so held, without trial or altention, until they died.
"'After Villa made his raid on Columbus the Mexican population of the
stato openly boasted of what they Intended to io. On tho Denver and Kio
Grande railway between
Alamosa,
Colo., and Santa Fe the natives matte
the passengers hurrah for A'illa and
inflicted unprintable outrages upon
tho women passengers.
At Lamy
the Mexicans boasted of what they
wero going to do to tho' Americans,
and tho Americans moved.
The interior department has allowed
homestead sites where the land cannot be cultivated. These sites are used
chiefly to obstruct roads and annoy
the forest department and real settlers. Congress has legalized the (stealing of millions of feet of lumberfrom
government lands.
Mining districts are idle.
Elections In New
Mexico aro farces, and bribery is rampant.
as far north as Colorado
newspapers speak of Americans a
"foreigners." a state of treason exists
in this part of our country.
New
Mexico confidently expects tofrise and
again Join tlio mother country.
The native population awaits the hour
to strike. When some German emissary furnishes the money to some pirate In irexico that hour will be at
hand.'
"It is declared that, tracing th
route from El Paso to Santa Fe and
Alamosa, you have outlined the way
"'Along which an invading Mexican) army could pass unmolested,
unresisted, and not unwelcomed. Ovei
nearly the entire route the enemy
would bo acclaimed, fed, quartered,
equipped and recruited.'
Iiii rcaHO r.f southwest.
"Were It not true that some of the
people of the United States have
seemed to be in absolute ignorance' oi
conditions In the west, and especially
the southwest T would not expend the
breath necessary to make an answer
to this classio in libel and epic in vi
cious slander. Were it not that the
iNorth American' Review is a magazine
or standing In enniomnoranr neriodlcal
Journalism and its editor a man who
ror many years has plnved a conspicuous role In die
history ot
Ins tune. I would political
be content to let
the infamous libel expend Itself on
WJ9 sffipty. air
an ualieeding circa
Peni-tente-

Penl-entc-
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Cool,

Inexpensive Vacation

for good accommodations from tl.BO a day tip. - Breakfast 35c and 60c (Sundays 76c) Lunch 60c, Dinner Jl (Sundays $1.25).
Tho STEWART on Geary Street, just off Union Square is close to
everything
worth while. Municipal car line passes the door. Stowart Motor Bug
meets
principal trains and steamers,
v
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indul-genq-

portion of my constituency nnd tell the
truth about a brave ,a loyal, at patriotic, and a progressive people.
"The gist of the argument of
'America's unguarded gateway' is
n
that tho
population
of New Mexico is not loyal to the United States; that a Mexican army, raised
by German influence and by paid German gold, would have no difficulty in
invading this country through New
Mexico, but, on the other hand, it
would be encouraged, recruited, and
rationed by the
of
that state.
"This lie is so grotesque, Mr. Chairman, that It would be cause for
laughter did it not attack the honor
and patriotism of a proud and sensitive peoplo. Tho record of New Mexico during the civil war speaks for itself. The showing of the state In the
war with Spain proves conclusively
that not only is the native population
of New Mexico loyal to America, but
it is loyal even against Spain itself.
Our Itcconl on tho lioitlcr.
"When trouble with .Mexico became
acute in 1916 and tho national guard
was called out to guard the Mexican
border it was the New Mexico national guard, Mr. Chairman, composed
of about
boys, that was first to respond and
that was first on duty on the border. They were stationed at Columbus, one of the danger points of tho
entire boundary line. They spent 11
months of the hardest sort of camp
drudgery and were the last of all the
national guard units to be relieved
n
from service. And these
boys, called upon to protect their state from Mexican invasion, made as fine a showing as any
guardsmen on the border. These are
the people, Mr. Chairman, that are
denounced in tho North American
Review as disloyal as being willing
o support
and ration a Mexican
army under German influoneo for the
invasion of the United States.
n
of
"Thousands,
jouths ara now proudly wearing the
khaki of tho American army, some
the
of them having already made
supreme sacrifico for tho cause of
liberty- Millions of dollars invested by
n
citizens of New
Mexico in Liberty Bonds and war
Savings Stamps uttest their devotion
to tho country which has protected
them and for which they aro willing
to give their lives.
"Buttressing this lie, which is the
mainspring of his argument, the Kansas City correspondent tells so many
impossible for
smajler lies that it is in
detail in the
me to reply lo them
me.
Tho one that 'Now
time allotted
Mexico has remained Mexican in every sense of the' word' is plainly Intended to convey an inference that
n
of
tho
population
New Mexico is one in sympathy and
eon
Mexico.
of
in'erest with the
if ConqniHtadorcs
Descendant
of Now
"The
Mexico are descendants of the
who wrested the southwest from the savage tribes ot
The blood of nobility flows In
their veins. They are courageous,
truthful, upright, .fnd honorable. For
75 yaara they and their ancestors have
been living under progressive American institutions. They are
peaceful, and industrious.
"In this article, Mr- Chairman, the
charge, is made that Spanish is largely spoken' in New Mexico. This Is true
to an extent, just as it Is true that
French is spoken in Louisiana, Scandinavian in the Northwest, Finnish in
Michigan, and '57 different varieties'
in New York1, Chicago, Boston, and
other large centers, The state constitution provides that the publlo
schools shall always be conducted in
English, and the only exceptions are
where Spanish is taught as a separate subject or where Spanish may he
used in explaining the meaning of
to Spanlsh'speaking
English words
English.
pupils who do not understand
And, Mr. Chairman, there Is no more
beautiful language In the world than
Spanish, and especially at the present
time is a knowledge of the Spanish
language becoming more and more
Important in our commercial and our
business life. To possess a knowledge
of Spanish Is a qualification of which
anyone may be proud.
"And, speaking of New Mexico
schools, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen
of this committee, I wish that each
o. as I have
gone,
of you could- through some of tho rural schools ot
see
these
little
anil
New Mexico
children who. with their
parentsV&re iQ BUbject p this pel,
Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

one-ha-

Walton Defends New Nexico and
Denounces Article Appearing in
An Eastern Magazine for August
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.SAN FRANCISCO
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Bureau at Office of The Morning Journal

LOS ANGELES

50,-00-

It has been repeatedly asserted by
and many others
Admiral
in German official quarters, Including
the Prussian minister of finance in
tho diet, that the American army was
a bogy, as it was impossible to transport its troops, and now that the
troops are actually fighting it is necessary to do something o excuse this
optimism, so Admiral von Iloltzen
dorff, the admiralty chief of Btaff, in
an Interview with a representative of
the Cologne Gazette, has endeavored
' to explain matters.
Admiral von Hollzendorff said that
the enemy had succeeded, by appropriating neutral ships, in improving
oversea transport, especially the trans
nort of troocs from America. In re
was
ply to the remark that there
much disappointment that the submarines had sunk so few of the American transports, he asked how submarines could be specially employed
against f American transports, and
added:
"The Americans have at their din
coasts
position for disembarkation tho
from the . north of Scotland to ine
French Mediterranean port? s with

Hotels

FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
TW i'UKULAK
O

MAT1UMOXY.

Vatona-Monasti-

Famous

HEALTH, PEACH AND MOUNTAIN RESORTS AND SOLVE
"THAT OUTING PROBLEM."
LITERATURE AND FULL INFORMATION BY WRITING DIRECT, OR AT

Free Information

When you hear a man nsk what nais doing tho most, France, Kngtion
Marriages in America during our land or America you may hazard n
0
first year in the war exceeded by
bean or two ho is atho average for peace times. It is
tnUt
not to be interpreted from this
with the work or
In connection
there was undue haste on the part of fight clause it is to bo rememberod
young men to escape military service. our soldiers work and fight.
The records show that the majority
of those who married did so not In
There was still a good deal of bang
order to evade going to war, but
left in I'.yng.
they were going.
From which it may be seen that
the men of the country are not the:
onlv ones willing to make sacrifices,
Girls who became wives when their
husbands were preparing to leave for
France were voluntarily accepting the
trials of war in the samo measure as
SPIUNCS IN TIIF. C'KKEKS.
the men.
(George V. Hurba in the Columbus
Heroics from France and England
Dispatch.)
Tho creeks aro full of springs. If
indicate that the girls in those counwill find
ever
tries are equally ready to face the them. you go wading you
along in the warm
tribulation a wife must feel when her water, Splashing
every little whilo you will step
husband has gone out to the battle- into a spring of much colder water.
field.
Any boy can tell you all about it.
Practically all of the streams
T;t London the telephono exchanges
here are fed by springs. That
around
so
because
handed
are. working short
is, if it. were not for springs they
solwould go dry. Put it isn't always the
many of the girls have married
flowdiers, and in Paris the girls are be- case that you can find tosprings
feed them.
ing into tho creeks,
soldiers
Yankee
to
tho
find
ginning
Most of them break out in tho gravel
attractive enough to marry even at at the bottom of tho streams.
the risk of hssing them later on.
The streams, of course, follow the
lowest levels of tho earth; they trail
along between the ridges in the low
A NATION'S l'Hi!ITr; I'ACI- valleys. Ho it is natural that there
should lie more springs breaking out
streams than
Poul1 the man who came out of the in the bottom
arctic! the other day, and learned for anywhere etac, where they cannot be
the first time that a war was going seen.
And these unseen
they arc
on, hav-- discovered it for himself by worth talking about springs
a little .because
casual observation? Had he been un- Ibey are like some people. That is,
able to read newspapers and had he thev are obscure, but they give to the
a wealth of pure, refreshing
landed in a community in which 'there stream
water. Occasionally a spring breaks
were no war industries In evidence, out on the
hillside and' goes gurgling
or had he been thrown into contact to the stream, anil people stand about
with no men in uniform, would he it nnd talk about it. and praisea it. But
richer
likely as not there is
have had any way of knowing the na- .iust as hidden
from view in the botspring
tion was at war?
tom of the creek, serving just as useIn other words, do peoplo look and ful a purpose, tut which nobody ever
act different in time of war than in says anything about.
It is the same way with people. Octime of peace? When a fighter is in
casionally a person does something
the priae ring the is an unmistako-ab- l wonderful
which everybody knows
expression of bolligereney on his about, and they praiso him, and build
face. Roes the same rule apply in monuments to him when he is dead ns
as is right and proper.
Rut just
the case of nations? Is there a
likely ns not there is another individwar countenance?
as
ual doing just
splendid things, but
At tho outbreak of the war in 1914 which are not seen, nnd like) the
no.
when the Germans wero within thirty spring in' the bottom of tho creek, We
body pays any attention to him.
miles of Paris wo were told by writ- owe
bottom
to
a lot
the springs in the
ers that dread liad settled upon the of the creeks, and we owe a lot. to
that IViris was wringing her people whose works are hidden from
hands and weeping for her dead, and tho public's view.
fiy other writers, equally truthful, no A
AXTINOI'l.E T.INF..
doubt, we were told that Paris and
(Itailway Gazette, London.)
France were as steadfnst as ever, men
A new company has been formed in
nnd women Rinilcd as they always did Naples under the name. "Transbal- and that children laughed and played cania Italiana,"" with the objectconof
bringing about direct railway
in tho street!.
nection between ltomo and Constant-inpolTt appears that even tho most stuTho proposed routo is Otran-tknown
Vulona, Monastir, Solanikl, Seres,
pendous struggle mankind has
chango man's Drama, Zanthi and Dlmontica. Only
does not noticeably
is to be
acts and tho line,
He
thinks,
being.
deeper
newly built: all the other lines are
tlion-nan- d
two
did
he
as
deal
a
looks
good
Otranto will bo connected
existing.
the Straits of
years ago and as he will look, with Vnlona across
sonio
otranto,
miles, by large
fifty
thousand
two
years
think
and
jut
ferry steamers. The new line. It is
hence.
hoped, will strengthen Italy's influ
so
enco in Albania
and the Balkan
The race has passed through
states.
many wars as it came along the path
lending from the dawn of "creation
TIIF, WASP'S STRING.
that even this, tho greatest of them
(Chicago News.)
all, will barely leave its impress a
The sting of a wasp is only one
thousand years, or even a hundred
d
of an Inch long. The
years, from now.
rest of tho mile and a half is imagin
ation.
EXPLANATION'S.
MAHS
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the state new schoolliouRcs
clean, well ventilated, well lighted--d- ot
the landscape. Over each school,
house is an American flap.
In every schoolroom the little ones are
means:
that
what
that It
taught
flag
means freedom within 'he law, equal
opportunity, justice, and risht. They
are taught to sins tho patriotic American sons. They are taught what
H means
to he an American.
And,
I say to you here that they are grow- itif? up to he far hetter Americans In
every essential sense of the word than
d
the man who uses his
knowledge of the English language
and of American history to traduce
them nnd their people,
Old Women's Tales HopeoU'd.
"In that part or the attack on New
Mexico which refers to the
'Peniten'os' the correspondent of the
North American Review has merely
In his article repeated a lot of old
women's tales which have In times
past been told of this organization
nnd which have been stoutly denied
and repudiated. The s'atement that
'the deserts are dotted with their
Calvary crosses, at which human
crucifixions are nnnjially carried out,'
and that 'the federal and state cour's
obey the mandates of the Penitentes
and no Penitente is ever convicted in
court, no matter what rtie evidence,'
are simply bald lies, which no one
with ordinary reasoning powers and
All over

half-bake-

1

1
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M
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BROADWAY
SEVENTH
The center of shopping, business and theatrical district. Convenient to all car lines.
300 outside rooms with private bath. tu.
ropeanplan. Rates $1.50 and up. Dining
room service refined and excellent. Free
H tt from Depots'. Folder upon request.
WILLIAM R. FLOOD, Manager. m
J. B. LANKFRSHIM. Owner.

of this cruel wanton, and deliberate
slander. The people of New Mexico
have been systematically abused for
years by all sorts of publications- Wo
have grown accustomed t0 the slanders and libels; we have become calloused to the assaults of the ignorant
ordinary opportunities for observa- and vicious; but this insult is just a
tion could conceivably be brought to little more than we can stand, bebelieve.
cause 1' strikes at our honor.
"I believe, Mr. Chairman, that I
"So, for God's sake, Mr. Chairman,
have touched upon all of the princi- if thero must be some among us to
rock the boat at this time; if there
pal points in this publication affectn
ing the
people of must be some who have not enough
New Mexico which can be considered to' do fighting tho Hun and must fight
of the least importance, but in order their fellow Americans, let them, in
that nothing may be overlooked, I the name of decency, tell the truth."
desire to emphatically brand as
(Applause.)
false the statements that
the use of the Spanish language, SEAI,KD rnOPtjSAIH Tor leasing
when necessary for the proceedings
approximately 100,000 acres oi
of court, the legislature, or other as- grazing land of tho Isleta Pueblo
semblies constitute r,ny just reflec- Grant will be received at the office
tion upon the loyal'y of the people; of P. T.
723
that thero is any secret or other or- Second. Loncrgan. Supt., N. North
Street, Albuquerque,
Mm,
ganization that improperly influences
court, the legislature, election mach- up to 12 noon. Friday, August 30th.
or any 191S. Bids should bo accornpanic-inery, loenl administration.,
element of public or private life; that by certified check for 10 per cent of
'he I'nlted States government or any tho amount bid. ( Proposal
forms
of its departments has wrongfully de- should bo obtained at the Superinprived any of our citizens of their tendent's Office at tho above address.
rights or improperly extended any of
their privileges.
A retneo'v for infections
"I have lived in New Mexico for
of the urinary tmt.
more thitn 27 years, and I believo
I Painless,
n
and will not stricture
that If anybody knows the
Hfhevnein to 5 days.
peoplo of that state I do.
'PRICE $1.20 Sold By Umgglsts
In my personal relations with them I
Treatise, with each WiUle nr niiuted on request.
Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

1

have always found them
generous, and hospitable. In politics no mun can claim the Spanish- American vote as his own, for they
vote their convictions and they divide
their own
along lines of principle and
right. Mr.
conception of what isnotwithstandWra; to the contrary
warm-hearte-

ing"Mr.
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I would consider
unworthy to hold a sea in
this house if I Sat silent in the face
Chairman,

'myself

!
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NEWMEXIGO STATE SCHOOL OF MINES
-

I

MINING ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING)
"
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Military instruction fall of 1918.
Recognized by the United States Government.
A faculty of technical graduates of recognized practical ability.
.
Good laboratory equipment, including new flotation
v
and mill units.
An enormous demand for graduates and
of Mining Schools.
The New Mexico School of Mines offers a sound business opportunity to New Mexico boys.
Low cost, good dormitory. Write for catalogue.
v
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Favorites Forge Ahead
but Suffer
Recessions Later; Money

jUsual
;

;

to 3 Points,

1

Outlook Reported
IBV

MORNINS JOURNAL .PSCIA1.

Hopeful,
LCAftCO

Now York. Aug. 27.

WIBf

J

Stocks wore

BliKhtly more susceptible to favorulilo
developments today, although
trains of one to three points anions
the unusual favorites were Irregularly
reduced before the close.
exti-ptn-

A more hopeful

feeling prevailed as

to money prospects.
Pronounced expansfon of business
In bank acceptances wua reported but
this was without effect upon ordinary
call loans which ruled at 6 per cent.

Yi lave a W&ilt

Canadian Pacific, in no way concerned In the differences of the transportation systems with the federal
jTovernrnent, enjoyed another upward

el

Ihmmik

Ell

SSEHEP

Gfe

COLlliS

spurt.

United States Steel
rosn to the
year's beat at 115, an extreme advance of two points from Its minimum
or the forenoon. But ha'f of this advantage was forfeited In the moderate
gelling of the final hour.
Gross advances of one to almost
three points were reRisterert hy other
Industrials and equipments.
Pales

oata market. Cash houses
bought
September and sold October at a
one
of
at
time.
Shipping
spread
and export demand was slow, and the
arrivals included some Indiana and
other corn usually shipped east. Occ down at 72 c.
tober closed
In provisions trade was small and
Amounted to 415.000 shares.
there was nothing to oppose, the bearForeign' issues were the itriklnrr ish influence of
corn
decline.
feature of the enlarged dealings in' Pork closed 45c the
fo 55c lower; lard
bonds, 4' rench BVa's and municipals 17 c lower and ribs
to 35c
making substantial gainson the fur- down.
ther hardening of Paris exchange.
prices:
Total Rales, par
" Closing
value,
Corn Sept., $1.50 ft fOct.. $1.58.
$7,7000,000. Old United States bon is
Oats
Sept., 70 c; Oct., 72 c.
wero unchanged on call.
Pork Sept., $43.00; Oct., $43.35.
Closing priess:
Lard Sept., $28.70; Oct.. $20.77.
!
American Beet Sugar
Kibs Sept., $24.45; Oct., $24.70.
4 7 14
American Can
American Smelting & Jiefln'.ifr. 77
KANSAS C ITY l'KOmdi.
American Tel. & Tel
tlS'l
1 ;
American Zinc
Kansas City, Aug. 27. Butter and
C"
Anaconda Copper
poultry unchanged.
Atchison
f7
Egtfs Firsts, 39c; seconds, 33c.
55 r:i
Baltimore & Ohio

lc

32c

agiji-pxatp-

IButto &

Superior
Canadian Pacific.
Central Leather

20

70 Va
68

brick,' stuccoed, modern, large porch; fireplace, South
Seventh street.
$2,000
brick, modern, North
Second street.
Two ncrrs of fine
laml all nntlor
$2.500
brick, modern. South cultivation, in alfalfa,valloy
khiiI.ti and fruit,
Walter street.
modern concrete house,
with n gomi
$4,300
modern brick, hot ari?t sleeping porch, cellar, good burn ond
water heat, lot 75x142. Fourth caruKe, close In near car line. If you want
Buliuibnn
borne this will Interest you.
ward.
For terms and price ee
$1,600
frame, bath, Bleeping porch. South liroadway, close
in."
$1,509
cement block bun- REAL ESTATB, FIRB INSURANCE,
LOANS.
galow, modern, glassed-isleep21 West Gold.
Phone 16$.
ing porch; Highland
$2,600
bungalow, modern,
Bleeping porch, garage,
Fourth

a.

n

FOR RENl

unfurnished houw

HM-

.
v

. .

90"; $33.97; Jan., $33.81; March,

.

..J,

lM

24

73
Xi:V Y03IK COTTON.
90
43 "s
New York, Aug. 27. Cotton
23 7S closed
Oct., $34.4 7;
steady.
93'.',

88
24 U

$33.78.

May,

, ... ,153 V;

lmUlt'

South.
RJfiN'V

buuth

Seventh.

funiinlu'd huuse at
Apply at 214 West

l'Olt ltKNT I'urnlshed
two-roobuiuII
bungalow Willi elunsed shejiiiig porch, 13
por month. Dili West foal.
I,
f'Oll KENT KunilKh,.,!
,i,k
canvass sleeping; porch. Light and water
paid; $10.00 per month. Inquire till Went
Coal.

YORK MOXKY.

NKVV

128
128
115
42

$33.05;

-

'"""hi'l room,
inquire 70a Uoma.

housekeeping,

Oold,

futures
Dec,

Dwellings.

J-

Ulghtanna.

New

York,

Mercantile
unchang- -

Aug.

unchanged; sterlin

p'Ult itidNT

rooms.
Jlh Bouth
Walter. Phone ttH.
ITOK
RENT Furnlshea
wo.rooro cottage
with sleeplnr porch. 1022 South Walter,

ed; rubles, unchanged.
Mexican dollars Unchanged.
Government and railroad bonds un- full kMt
twVVluiict
CHICAGO I!OA1tl OF TRADK.
changed.
J .2TS!llT"ljyl.'"' pi11'1' ,l4' l'"on 152a-Time loans Unchanged.'
KOK itExV 108 Pouth Arno. 7 rooms and
27.
There
Aug.
might
Chicago,
money Strong.
High, lor;
bath, hot nater heat,
$33 per month.
Jiave been an air raid over the board andCall
ruling rate, 6 per cent, B per cent; Open for Inspection.
of trade today from tho way prices
5
nl FOU KENT Modern furnished flat on .East
offered
bid,
cent;
closing
per
took to tho cellar. Corn dropped
Central car line, convenient to eanator-lumper cent; last loan, 6 per cent; bank
c and provisions
c to
to 4c, oats
Thaxton A Co., Third and Gold.
acceptances, 4 '4 per cent.
17 '4c to 55c.
FUH 11E.NT Beautifully
furnished
In corn bearishness was practienlly
house. Also
cottage.
X i:V YORK SI F.TAT;.
unanimous.
Such Rtipport as there
Inquire at 311 South Arno. I'hone 833.
was came from resting orders uncovK.ST
It
tOll
Small
furnished cottage, mod- New York, Aug. 27. Lead Market
ered by the slump, and against bids.
em, ftlassed
location.
good
porches;
unchanged.
in3St
I'hone
mornings. Keys 15:'4 East
Against the prices were arrayed
Steady.
Spelter
of
notices
creased receipts, country
larger assignments and the impresI.IVF.STOCK MARGF.TS.
FOR SALE Livestock.
sion that tomorrow's government
weather report would show some imI
FOR
T
SALR Two sows and 10
nstlirrrx
Lm
fncl
provement in crops duo to last, week's '
plT. 1203 North First.
27. Cattle
rains. October closed 4c under yesChicago,
Aug.
Receipts
It anft
,1nrmi olani' T,.via nntiun. ton SAl.li Two well broken oow ponlec
terday at $1.58 Vl.
Betemek'e Dairy. Phone 161.
re- at $18.90 established
a new record
Hedging pressure, increasing
"
18.90; cannerj FOR S A I.K Young-- lioistelnmTlk cow, and
ceipts and, primarily, the corn weak- Beef cattle, $10.50
hand power cream sepurulor. Ualbrooks,
ness, accounted for the decline in the and cutters, $7.00 8.00; butchers.
stockers and feeders, Isleto, N. M.
$7.7514.50;
A gentle Shellund
pony for
K.0013.25; veal calves, $17. 25ft' FOR SAI.R Black
and
.

3;

G

s.

einht-roo-

three-roo-

1

children.

$1

4.00

ffi)

17.25

;

cows and heifers, $9.2J

Market
17,000.
Receipts
Butchers, $18.90019.75; lights
$17.70fi
$19.1019.90;
packing,
18.75:
bulk.
$17.85 19.75:
Digs
Hogs

slow.

$18.0018.5.
Sheep

lrwuof

era,

Z3,oM).

Receipts
Tjimhs

$1 6.50

lR0n13rir
17.C0
;

ewes,

Market
feed.

$10.50

white spotted, price
South Third.
Two horses, one buggy and
harness, or will trade fur hogs or small
pigs. 1303 North .First.
TUB RIO GKANDE IJL'ROO HOG CO. OF
largest breeder,
of registered hogs In the Southwest. Can
supply you with herd boars and young pigs
at moderate prices. We have all kinds. Office 121 South Third. I'hone 1288. Hanch
Phone 2408-FMOO.

6'OU

SOS

SALK

12.75.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Aug. 27. Cattle

'

V,

v..

....

Never

You'll

1;

Bake Another Cake

Re-

Market, lower. Prime
ceipts 22,000.
fed steers, $17.0018.25; dressed beet
;
western steers,
16.75
steers, $11.00
12.50;
cows.
$6.50
$10.0014.60;
stockers and
heifers, $9.0014.50;
bulls, $8.00
feeders, $7.7514.60;
9.50; calves. $8.00 13.50.
Hogs Receipts 12,000. Market low.
er. Bulk, S 18.60 (f) 1 9.45 ; heavy, $19.00
19.40 ; pigs,
19.45; light, $18.50

JAPAN'S DUTY IS TO
ASSIST THE RUSSIANS

Tokto, Wednesday, Aug. 21 (by The
Associated Press). Premier Terau-ch- i.
in a statement Issued today declared that it was the duty of Japan
to supply roods unselfishly and to
give assistance to the Kussian people
in
with the United
States, Great Britain and France..
Baron Fanetaro Mcga'a, former
17.00018.75.
Market head of the Japanese economic com8,000.
,Kheep Receipts
to the' United States, has been
mission
yearlower. Lambs, $15.5017.75;
lings, $10.5014.50; wethers. $10.00 appointed director of the Japanese
13.50; ewes, $8.0012.60; stockcr; economic commission to Siberia.
There will be sixteen other memand feeders, $6.0018.00.
bers of the commission, representing
the army and navy, the foreign office
Denver IJvrtoek.
and
Denver. Aug. 27. Cattle Receipts and shipping, banking, mining
I, 300. Market Bteady. Beef steer commercial Interests. .The foreign
addressing the delega$8.00
16.00; cows and heifers. $7.00 minister, in said
that Japan's policy
tion today,
10.25; stockers and feeders. $7.50
to
was
save
Siberia first 'o form a nuII. 00; calves, $11.00 13.60.
Russia.
cleus
for saving
Hogs Receipts 900. Market 10c to
20c higher. Top, $19.90 bulk, $19.00
Judge Ncblete to Knid.
19.65.
Santa Fe, Aug. 27. FederaWudgo
Sheep Receipts 200. Market steady.
leaves Santa Fe fof
Neblett
Colin
Lambs, $17.0017.50; ewes, $11.00
Enid. Okla., on September 9, to hold
11.50.
court there until September 30. Yeshe sentenced William Baldwin
Teil it through the. classified terday
and Thomas Shanahan to pay $25 and
Ile-hUcosts
for
transport! ng liquor within half
columns of The Journal.
j
mile of Camp Cody, both having enmitair
nil certain atered
picas of guilty.
.

ftr youv tiled these. That' wh1
one of our customers told her friend.
And she knew what she was talking
about, for at first she was decidedly
done
skeptical regarding any baking
outside the home. But why- - prats
our baking? Try some pies and
cakes and you'll do the praising.
:

Pioneer, Bakery
ft,' N.
.

107

Prop.
South Fires fttree.
BALIiCTG,

'

TMMTOH ft CO.

SWELL 1EIOME

FOR

,

Room.

North.
FOU

flou.es.

a

Heal

FOR SALE.

FOK

RALE

Close

sUte

Room

In building- lot..
t

9, Barnett Building.
Six acres
SALE

-

MQNE? To LOAN.
On rest estate security-Pit. Cteeltv On., phnna T7I

TO LOAN

MONET

FOR SALE
l!4ll-F-

U once- -P

j)

e r m ancnt Places for

right parties.
Golden Rule Dry Goods Company

STAR FURNITURE

Plums cheap. Delivered, Thone

.

FOU

SALE Horse,
and buggy.
..mann'i"11 Ainuquerque.
FOlt SALE New four cvtrnaer Continental
gasoline motor. 40 horse power. Box 653.
-- Conci.nl
grapes, finest kind for
Jelly. I'hone t42-FFOU SALE Tank, windmill und tower!
Jameson's Sanitarium.
Foil BALE Good gentle driving Outfit, 1
rigs, one double, one .ingle. 401 North
Thirteenth. I'hone 9C9.
1
Full SALE One gas
cook stove,
409 North Twelfth.
l'Olt HALE on,, base burner heating stove,
used only a few months. Call at llti South
Edith.
FOU SALE
Evening gowriN, made by
French designer. neer worn, I'hone CN.1
or 0UI at Mix
Weal Central.
FOR SALE One nearly new
Ford runabout; extra equipment. Address Stern,
SehloB. ti Co., llii-11West Copper.
FOU SALE No.
l
from government buildings. Call at 211
South Edith, evenings or Sunday morning
'
before 10
FOU SALE Piano bench and music cabinet
all In mahoganvi piano ai good Be new.
Will sell cheap And make 'easy terms, It.
Livingston Furniture Co., 218 South Second.
AobifTrjTiN'i50o per gallon.
Roof, under our ere will
from
year to year. We can put on
Improve
a new root tbat will last as long aa the
building. The Maniano Co. phone U01-1)0 South Walnut
KUiB carbon root paint ana root cement
t op
leaki; lanti flva yearv, Uaa Dvo
ready paint, floor paint, Valapar, Jap-a-lsmohair top and val drewting, Motor car finish, cold water kttlsomfno, and b
atinfld.
Tho. F. Kelpher, 408 W. Central. Phona 410.
FOirfiXLKAt
vor
ner First itrret and Cojjpr avenuo A lot
of furniture and fixtures, Inrlutllng una eled-t- i
one upriKht piano, bar
io playiT-pianoutfit, cash rcglBter, show cbhqb, .urge heat-Ini- c
8tovps, dlaBraph, truckji, office desks,
chairs, shelving and cnuntfru, copppr mpds-urehotttlng outfit, bur ft Ottawa re and other articles too numernuii to innntion-ul- l
irofa dirt chenp for cash, no decent of for refused. The Meyerg Co., Inc., Corner First
street and Copper avenue.

sle,

TheMergStor,

WANTED

lyiiaceftaneous.

WANTKD To rent a piano. Addrt ss V, O
no
ciiy
To buy a good strong steamer
WANTKD
o.
hook. I'oone
WANTED Child "to board ond take care i.t.
415 North Seventh.
WANTED If you need" a caipenter, oalt J;
S. Hurling, rhono 1596-W A.NTf':T
To buy the best twelve hundred
pound horse six years obi. John Maisn.
To do washing anil Ironing nt
WANTKD
4 1:!
Kast (Snind. I'hone mO-R- .
home.
WANTEi' Ueeptlon room and office furniture. Will pay reasonable price. Phone
210S--

WANTED A good K flat bass horn, In
Co.,
Indian
Trading
quire at Bennett
Fourth and Gold.
hand
furniture
WANTED At once second
and kitchen ntenslls; also cock atove or
range. Phone 21B0-J- .
HIUHEST CASH PRTCB PAID FOK JUNK.
BIT TUB SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO.,
114 WBST LBAD. PI10NH 611. WH ALMO
BUT OLD AUTOH.
men'a and boyi?
WANT b 8ecunrt-Kan- d
clothe., shoe, and underwear. Also trunk,
and rule case.. Call ma. Chicago ieaond-han- d
store. 317 fouth First
WANTED-00,0- 00
from to to lo
bags.
each. COO torn .crap Iron. Pay from
to o
per lb. Patriotic duty. St Lnoll
Junk Co., 40S South First street. Phone 171.
MATTKI-jSr- cs
renovated in same or new
tick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and
reflnlshed. Springs restretched. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Albuquerque Mattresa Factory.
1011 South Second. Phone 471.
WANTED Careful kodak finishing by master photographers. Twice dally aervice.
Send
Remember, satisfaction
guaranteed.
reliable, established firm.
yiur finishing to amaster
Hanna
Hanna,
photographers.
BIG OFFKllS In blgh class portraits, views,
commercial photography.
Bxpert kodak
finishing. Film developed 10n Print. 3o to
.".e.
enlargements free with work. Kodaks
loaned free. Mall orders promptly attended
Art Crnft Studio, .in 3 west i:ontrru.
WANTED i'wo young women wish to secure place. In Albuquerque home., where
In whole or
they can pay their expenses
The Albuquerque Bus-'Ine- s.
In part by .ervlee.
character
the
for
vouch
College can
and refinement of these ladi'F"""!!7:--- .

Pr

FOR SALE
FOR SALK

40 Writ

Light

Oold.

Automobllei.
Buick six. Inquire

CO.

I IX West (0,1,1 Ave.
Have some new Rise Tlurners on their
floor, would bo glad to sho
them to

yon.

Want to buy your second hand goods.
I'hone 409.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

A'rrouNisv.1
joh.n w. wu.So

..

Room. 15,

U H."

17

--J

Attorney

and 19.
Cromwell
Phone 117.
DENTISTS

Bulldln

J. Is. 'k B aFf

Room.

T

Dental Hurgeoa
Barnett Building
Phone 744
Appulnimenta Made by Mall

K'FTcorf

Taiom.

IlentlHt

Mellnl Bulldlnf
1IIVSKIANH AMI Stilt; KON8 ..
W." "T." W I KHII v, m7v.
Pnietlee l.lmlled to Tuberculosis
Wright
building; opposite postofflee. Office hours,
10 to 11 a. m., 2 to 3 p. m.
I'hone, of flea
J97-residence JK7-IK. MAKtiARliT 0. CARTWKItillT
rrartlre Limited to Women', and Children'. Diseases
112S W. Central Phone 871, Albiiriuerqne, N.M
"
"
DK. 8AKAII IOKKK
I'ractlce Limited to Thlldrea.
Office Kooms 1 and S, Wright Bid.
Fourth and Gold.
Hour. S p. ra. to I p. ra.
Office Phone 911
Residence Thone 2075.
6

FOR REM
FiJUKVrMi

MuceUaneous.

UOR8E8 and R'B. to Jem.s sprtngai
ratea. B. Uarcta, 1KI North Arno.

For Rent
Foil

Rooms With Board.

HUNT

East room with p.irch; boaid.
Prlvate fatnlly, S2S South High.
sliairt east sleeping porch uud
l..uy toHoard.
Cos South Kdlth.
room;
FOU UK N'T Front room with board.
Private fumlly. Phone 174'J.
FOU UK NT Kooms
hot and cold wu-te- r.
sleeping porches and bouril. 411! East
Silver, i'hone UCS-I- t.
Foil RENT Itooms with sleeping porches.
hot and cold water, 1st class table board.
13 West Oold.
Cana de oro,
FOK HUNT
Nice room and p.roh auitable
for two with board, rate. 135.00. Phone
1518-CJ6 South Arno.
FOR KENT Sleeping porch
furnished
table board. 101 South
rooms, first-clas- s
Edith. Phone 80. Mrs. Abbott.
MJIt HUNT lloom and board Tor two convalescents. Sleeping porches, n.en preferred. Call' afternoons. Hon South ll:'l.
MRS. W. H. REED, or the LockhaU Ranch
moved to COS South Arno, wnere .he
ta prepared to take health aeekera. Phone

su

ms.

EL JAKDI N ESCON IJLUO The convale.- -'
centa ideal home, lias room with private
bath vacant. 1801 West Central, phone 1112.
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and board. Just the place to get strong.
For rate phone 8429F-4- ; free transportation
Accommodation, now Mailable. Mra. H, B.
Thomas.

FOU BAhn
Kocond hand dlnlnff room
.table, buffet and chairs; good condition.
R 15
Went Ttoma. Tel. 752.
FOH HALB ited7 "ajuiitury eitf rantr, oil
dlnin
rotm table, rup)onrd
atove,
kitchen cabinet, ilresaors. Inquire 32u South
Uroadway.

FOR RENl

Apartments.

FOK RENT Furnishes apartmenta. Elm.
Hotel, corner First and Tlteraa.
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapartment and sleeping room.
Hlgbland

Rone.

FOR RENT Three or lour room furnlehed
apartmenta, modern; 200 Block, South Sixth,
inquire Savoy hot4i office
FOR RENT Furnished apartment In the
Washington. Available for occupancy on
September 1st. Call nt Apt. W.
housefurnished
FOU RENT Deslrablo
with
keeping apartment on West tVntral.
.
aUD-Phone
porch.
glassed sleeping
W.
CENTRAL,
TUB WASHINGTON, 1003
lip to date and beautifully located; no
sick, young children or short term tenants
solicited. Oet on the waiting list. Phone
2023. J. D. Eakln, proprietor.

at

SALK
Ford minister In first class
condition. Phone S405-FFOR KALE Mitchell SIX chummy roadster,
1917 model; also Saxon roadster, reasonable. Owner leaving city. Cull White Oar

10 It

age.

run
Overland ear,
mile.; perrect condition; emra.
limousine top. Price r.50. Liberty Bonds
taken. Phone 780. 410 South Eintn.
F(5Tt gAl.fi
6 000

W-- rt
ot cultivated lanl
lnA
house. Price I80O; 200 cas
with
1585-.
Phone
montlv
a
110
balance
FOR RENT Office Rooms.
J,500.(i will buy two delightFOKBALE
ful modern mountain homes on the Pecoa
acFOR RENT Office. In .ulte or .ingle. Call
river' Including 160 acrea of land adjoining WANTED Salesman with Spanish
Till, offer hold
quaintances. Ill South .Fourth.
upataire, over wooiwortn s nuo.
the Valley Kanch re.ort.
fmrtheF
partioffice
od only to Sept. 1st. For
connecting
M. WANTED Al shoe salesman, must speak FOR KENT 1 tront
N.
Ranch.
US.
Valley
Box
cular, apply
rooms oer tVilden Hole Btnra.
Spanish fluently. Answer, stating references
ttnd salary expected. The White House,
Santa Fe. N. M.
Roonat. '

UAIL STAG
ny time.
Phone call anywhera
Lt. Silver City 1 a.m.; ar. Mogollon I p.m.
Silver
7
ar.
p.m.
City
L. Mogollon a.m.!
Bert equipped auto livery In southwsst.
CO.
BENMCTT MOTOH TBANS11
Saver City, N. M.

TIME CARDS.

WANTEDSalesmen.

WANTED

TV EXPERIENCED Saleswomen at

Miscellaneous.

l'Olt hALE

Bungalow, danfly locution, hnrd-woo- d
floors, built-ifeatures, lawn, sidewalk., pi ire (4,400. It you want a good
house see this onu.
II, MeCI COHAV
IMione 1107
HO West Hold
RE1NTI

FOR SALL

City.

FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS
Third nub Gold

KENT Furnished room
for light
housekeeping. 621 West Silver.
V A N T H U
Dl ah w H ah e r u t
he White Kl'okit
FOR
rooms; no
('are.
sick; running water. KWVt West Central.
WANTED A second cook at once. Tull-ma- n
FOlt KENT Light housekeeping
rooms;
Cafe.
no children. Oil West Coal,
Vv'ANTKl
Dclivcrjinan at Jlawkin's GroFOU RENT Rooms cms cn week, oatuj
cery Store,
no sick; over Golden Rule Store.
WHITE I,o Angele. T. M. C. A. Auto fcchool.
Foil KENT Newly furnished room and
Train for service.
sleeping porches; reasonable rates. Hi
WAXTKU Steady man tor tut in;
good North Second.
was;es. Phone 1(128.
FOii KENT Furnished rooms and houseVVANTKIJ Three boys not going to school.
keeping apartments, all new and. modern.
The Palace Drug Co.
21 r, North Seventh.
WANTKIl Husky helper
diafl exempt. RIO tUJANDB HOTEL Kooms and apartliyron Henry Ives, I'Morlat,
ments, 619 West Central. Mr. Richard
b'lrst-clus- s
window trimmer. The West, I'ropritress,
WANTKD
White House, Santa Fe, N. M.
IMl'EltlAL HUUMH S'tc. clean
rootna;
WANTED F perluiU'ed Bal'm u at otiee.
rate, by day or week; oyer Woolworth'.,
319
Welller ft Henjnmln. 212 West lVnir.lI.
West Central.
WANTED TeachTr of manual
training FOll KENT Three furnished housekeeping
mechanic. Klo Grande Inrooms with private bath. No sick mid tt"
and
dustrial School, Box 695 City.
children. 019 North Fourth.
GOVETtNMENT
civil service examinations ill AMERICAN IIOTF.L, S02 S West Ojntral.
New Mexico August and September. GovOpened under new management. Jtouse-keepiand sleeping room., rate, reasonernment clerk, railway mall, teacher. Imrosenrch able. I'hone S01.
typewriter,
inspector,
migrant
unnecessary. Men and
clerk. ExperienceBoum.
women desiring government positions write
for free particulars. J. C. I.eonardt former
414 West SilCivil Service Kxumlner,) 1053 Kcnol. Bldg., FOR RENT Furnished room
ver: no sick, no children.
Washington.
Foil KENT Desirable front room, no .icki
or children. 714 West Silver.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished
rooms, no
W.VNTEO
Girl for plain cooking.416 West
sick and children. First class board. 703
Coal.
West Silver.
WANTK1
Tn
FOR KENT Ijjrge room furnished; modern
Competent saleswoman.
Koonomlst.
conveniences and heat for winter. 400
WAN'TKIJ
Girl for
housework. Call South Seventh.
112 North Third.
ElghianOa.
WANTED Young laily for soda fountain
work. Palace liru Co
FOR RENT Large room with
.leapln,
WANTKD a" girl to work half duys. Call
porch; Ideal for two. 418 Rait Central.
nt 220 North Fourteenth.'
Foil KENT Furnished housekeeping rooms
for genera)
WANTED Girl or woman
Large sleeping porch. 110 South Walnut.
housework. VI 4 West Copper.
FOU KENT Kumlshcd room for two gentFOR RENT Modern furnished flve-rto-lemen, 11.50 each per week. 811 East Cen.
tral.
house. 310 West Iron. Phone 13.
housework. FOR KENT Modern room, with .looping
GIH for
W'ANTUD
general
or
with
Mrs. Chas. White. 1117 Kent.
wtlhxiut board. I'hnne
porches,
D0
woman cook,
per 671. 1123 Enst Central.
WANTED Good
Foil nENT Four rooms furnished, lights
month. 110 South jTiurd. Plume 854.
and gas; also one room with .leeplng
FoV general housework; no cook.
WOMAN
porch. r08 2 East Central.
Ing. Addre.. Box 2C. Albuquerque.
FOU
KENT Two well furnished rooms, for
WANTED Girl for cooking ami housework
light housekeeping. With sleeping porch.
No washing or ironing. Call mornings 1107
Eleetrlo
lights and gas paid. 410 East
Kent.
WANTED A girl for general housework.
Blumenahune Dairy, 1722
Apply Miller
General.
.
West Central.
WANTED Girl for light house work: no FOR RENT Furnished room In modern
1J2 South Eighth.
home with deeping porch; also board,
cooking or laundry.
phone 1315.
Can go home nights.
A girl for general housework;
WANTB1
muBt be able to cook. Mrs. W. 8. HopeFOR SALE.
61
West
Copper.
well,
modern brick, heatFoil SALE Five-rooed; six lots. Whole or part. Central. 623
Journal.
late.ladlea.
WANTED Epertenced Spanish
Fob" SAL K In Old Town, alx-ooadobe
J.
Penney Company,
house. Price 1750.00. P. O. Box 16, Old
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
FOR SALE Nice home, furnished and
(25) salespeople
WANTED Twenty-fiv- e
ten
1) good paying business, 14,000, half oaah.
men, women and girls. Al.o
good Bungalow, Journal office.
(Spanish-America- n
girls, who speak
once tho old
English. Apply fn person at
r,0!i
Arno FOR SALE 109 ft. lot, modern bungalow,
.tore of Charles Conroy
rented. House suitable for boarders; ha.
Grocery
street The Southern Wholesale Receiver.
two screened porches. Box S, care Journal
Patrick J. OToole,
Out buildings.
room. house; four room
FOR SALE-Nl- ne
WANTED TosttTon.
apartment upstairs; bath room on each
VvXTED-Exp-i'lcncHwant. floor; hot water heat; lawn, .hade tree,
waitress
and garage. 615 West CoaL
position in restaurant. Phone tl)63,
wants position
.i
SALE (By Owner)
WANTED Woman
modern
for FOR
board
raneh
for
a
on.
brick (first ward), hardwood floors, two
houaekeeper
if ami husband. 714 West Marble.
porches, basement. Price 13,500. 40, p. O.
Box 213, City.
WANTKD Position oy experienced office
4
FOlt SALE Furnished or unfurnished
msn. Bookkeeper,
Journal
8.,
rooms, two porches, modern house, 11,200
line In .tore orifice. Adjre..
farm
diversified
31,350
furnished.
of
unfurnished,
Plenty,
experienced
WANTED By
to work shade and outbuildings. 408 North Arno.
manager a permanent position
haa had sue.
for some reliable per.on athat
reasonable length FOR SALE Cement block house five room.
cess in keeping help for
leeplng porch, cellar, city water, oorner
Albuof time. A. W. Pegan, P. O. Box 605.
one block from ear line, bandy to chops
- lotlittle
querque, N. M.
cash and 113 per month. Call 1301
dnuth Arno Phone 1900--

State.

North.

Potatoes

brick flat, four rooms and
bath. $30.00 per month, water paid.
A nice place on the highanda for a
small family.
Modern

HELP WANTED.

Ileal Estate, Insurance, Loans
1U South Fourth Street.

Lower. Iteceipts SO cars.
Minnesota Early Ohios, bulk, $2.30 ft
2.40;
same, in sacks, $2.4 5i 2.50; tor
11514 Wisconsin ohios, bulk, J 2.20 (fit 2.35 ; in
lflflV sacks, $2.40(2.50.
27
Poultry Unchanged.

Jnt. Mer. Marine Pfd, Ctfs
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Northern Pacific

LuST Kivb dullar bill, l.il't-ia- l
lur
return to 317 West dial.
LOST
Black watch fob, with locket om
tuiiiiniy two pictures attached, Keturn to
Journal office and receive rewnrd.

A. FLEIOTEi&

mower.

25!"25c;

52
103

LOST.

stucco, bath, etc
cement walks and coping,
also
adobe, all on lot 76x142:
Third ward.

foe rent nmmsiEiD

l wmm co.

ward.

$2,500

(ft 30c.

29

S3

mdbmnrlbsum

$3,500

Chicago, Aug. 27. Butter Market
50 'i firm.
Creamery,
extras, 4 5 6v 45 c;
42fi(!44'2C;
seconds, 40'a
5314 firsts,
46',, 42 Vie.
Eggs Unchanged.
69
no 4
Cheese Lower,
27c;
Daisies,
1514 twins,
Americas, 26 ft
28
"4c; longhorns,
32Vs
2tii'27c; brlc

Erie
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd....
Inspiration Copper

Uay Consolidated Copper
Reading
Republic. Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Southern Kailway
Texas Company
Union Pacific
IT. s. Industrial Mcohol
United States Steel
;
Utah Copper

Chicago

100'

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
..
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

Pennsylvania

1,4

FOIR SALE'

BUSINESS CHANCES.

TWO young men want room and .leeplng
TYPEWRITERS.
distance of
porch within easy walking
have accea. to bath
city. Must be heated,
All makea, over (muled and
WRITERS
TYPE
"IV7".
care
Journal.
and' he reasonable.
repaired. Ribbon, for every machine, Albuquerque Typwrlter Exohauce, Phone (14

CARPENTERING.
E NT E

Bwrkeans
lrt steest

roHCAKP
Oart 0t North,

IrSi Booth

irowFth

lX0rop

PERSONAL.

p

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal. Results are ' quicl; u4 certain.

MRS.

I.

BU8KECY TAXI LINS PHon
r tit en tn Oftrtlf.
J. H. DWKN I'alMiiHt and
Phyaio
ituUr. i;:4 West Central lJUu!i

H.

FOR SALE Albuquerque Hotel, 14 rooms
SIS South First.
FuR KENT Two buildings at Seventh and
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to J. B. Klder,
agent.
FOR SALE Hotel, aevenleea well furnished
rooms, centrally located, close to aepoc
Owner will sacrifice. See National Investment Co.. 103 North Third.

WANTEDSalesmen.

HnptMnt

MUM.

(ani

WANT

red.

Ill

Salesman,
SoUlB.

one with

car

prefer-

ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA
CO.

FE

RIAL-WA-

V

..
Westbound.
Arrivet
Clash
Depart.
7:10 pm. 1:30 pro.
IfcThe Scout
Limited .. 11:411 am. 12:45 pro,
3. California
10:45 am. 11:15 am.
7. Fargo Fast
IM era. i:3tm.
I. The Navajo
' Southbound.
.
101. Rl Pan Erpresa
10:11pm.
11:45 m.
107. El Paso Express
Eastbound.
Tha Scont
,.7:J5 am. I:0S am.
I. The Navaja
oopin. (:40 pm.
4. California Limited ...1:00pm.
7:00 pro,
I. Santa Fe Eight.
::ipm. 10:31 pin.
1'riim Honlh.
311 Kama City and Chicago, ,,.,7:01 am,
lilt, Kaojm Cite and Ctlnaw te..l;la ma.
No.

...

t.

.

EIGHX

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
WKST CENTRAL

1S

1S.

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

The most rousing
farewell
eve"
of drafted men '
given a contingent
.......
lim ilnr..im
nlnki
.Kit
i7
lU.1tKlfT.1 ,tl lu I.,.,
iiJUIilinfill
when more than 5,00(1 people assembled at tho Santa Fe station to
show their lovaltv to the draftees who
left for Camp Pike; Ark. From the
time the paraue started at Robinson
nark until the snecial train
the draftees, together with other..
rrom Santa l e, ;aiiup and pouns tn
Arizona, left the affair moved with
a snap usually characteristic, of af
fairs supervised by Col. D. K, 11. Sel

two-hors-

Phone

...173.171-17-

A I

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES
Coai and South Walter.

Phone

4

57$

-

ic

the parade to begin people began
gainer at ttomnson pai'K ami on cen
tral avenue, ine paraue, ieu uy iapr

YRIC THEATE
TODAY ONLY
Ann Nilsson & Franklyn Farnum

Put O'rSiludf nmt Piilrnlinnn

ahue of the police department, mem

R

in

"The Judgment of "
Metro Feature in Five Reels
Ford Weekly One Reel
StnrtliiK

"PERSHING'S CIU SAIH .KS," First
War Feature In Seven Heels

Tomorrow

U. S.

Don

V

Official

bers of the city commission and city
manager, A. R. I lebenstreit, was only
a few minutes late In starting.
f ollowing tne comnu.ss.onei s rune
the employes of the forest service,
carrying flogs, and members of the
county council of defense. Directly
behind them came the city band un
der the direction of Fred K. Kills,
playing "Over There" and other patriotic airs. Representatives of the
allied nations, carrying flags of the
allies and also the Stars and Stripes
were next in order and were ionoweci
Relatives of the
draftees.
by the
men mjirchcd bv tVieir side
of
the V. W. C. A
Two large banners
were carried by members of that or
ganization directly behind the drafted
men.
liuniKtu-under
tt tha hnmA
the command of Maj. C. M. Barber
at
in
Sixth
the
street,
parade
joined
between the drafted men and the Y.
vv c A workers.
Renresentatives of
other organizations followed. As the
moved toward the busi
ness section the fire whistle and those
in the Santa Fe .yards
locomotives
of
sounded for several minutes.
Scdillo Speaks;
The nrncession marched down th;
station platform below the Santa
office to a temporary platform
Following several patriotic airs by thei
band Colonel Sellers, who acted
mnrsh.nl of the parade, mouniea me
platform and introduced A. A. fe.dillo.
Ti- rrtiionino- nrnised the
Caililln
men for joining the ranks of a nation
which was fighting for principles or
democracy.
"Today," he said,. "we are consecrat,
lng this country of ours. We are makand wc
ing the principles of the world
are making the world free, as free J
we are In this country of ours. You
are going to join the army of this free
country, and this is the best proof
of loyally of this cause we have undertaken. Those of us who are left
behind are here to support you and
we will stand by you to the last."
Col. W. S. Hopewell was the next
his four
speaker. Before he started
minute address, however, he presented
the men with $10 worth of cigars and
cigarettes, his own present. In hin
opening remarks Colonel Hopewell
told the men not to forget the principles for which America is fighting.
These principles, he said, are freedom and Justice.
Remember the words of Abraham
Lincoln, he said, "that a government
of the people, for tho people and by
the people cannot perish from tho
earth." We shall not perish, he added, but remain firm to liberate the
world from Prusslanism.
"Next to liberty," he continued, "If
the cause of humanity. The United
States is sticking by the best of the
free nationsVif Europe. If some of you
for liberty, relay down yourwe lives
will remember you
member that
as heroes. Remember that the cause
is not onlv for the present, hut also
the
for nil time to come. Remember
world will be free as America, standfor
Is
today."
fighting
ing for what she
Crowd cheers Men.
With these words he wished the
draftees goodbye for Bernalillo county
and Albuquerque. H was but a few
apminutes until the train carrying
proximately 200 men steamed out im-of
the station amid the cheers of thewith
mense crowd. The men who left
the contingent hero are:
Arthur B. Alderete. captain: Simon
Ci.
Salazar, first lieutenant; PedroleadDuron, second lieutenant; squad
ers, Alfredo Armljo, Ismnel Duran,
Joseph Deamer. O. C. Eden fromMares,
Milton Samuels Elfego
Pedro I.ncero,
Geronimn
Rarbo,
Sabedra,
Antonio
Toriblo Trutillo.
Rumaldo Gonzales. Onofre Gutierrez,
Gutierrez,
Fabricio
Andres A. Sanchez,
Ponciana Barela, Mariano Uliharri,
Alfredo Gutierrez, Jnnn J. Apodaca.
J
Tranclto Gonzales, Elfego Mares,
A. Armljo, Enloglo Garcia and Gutierrez I.auro Torres, Lorenzo Lobatc,
Emilia Candelnrl, Alfredo Montano
Simon Trlllas, Luis J Malda. Manuel
ttaxtio Tolhnt Walter A
Miller, going from Estancia; Antonio
J. Padilla, Francisco uucaro, dih
Montova, Carlos Grlego. going from
Lns Vegas: Arcenlo A. Armljo, Adolfa
Baca Jose Soto, George L. BeckwlthB
Juan
Frank Diaz. Pablo Jaramillo, Trinidad
Martinez, Vern Leroy Smith,
Padilla.
Juan B. Padilla. Vivian
Sahedra, Frank Romero Candelarla
TTrloste and pletio Orrice; transferred
from other boards, Ciprlano Leo,
Rafael Annya, Flagstaff, Ariz :
Ubaldo Garcia. Gallup: Pedro M.
Chavez, Flagstaff: Melqulades Chavez.
Santa Fe; Richard Guy, Ga,l1ut;
Humon Ramirez, Los Lunaft: Isidro
Luis Gomez, La
Ttartin, Bernalillo:
Junta, and Ed Celoya, Gallup.
o

county teachers' meeting at 10 o'clock
Thursday morning at the high school.
11m
All members are requested to uttend
15c
Tomatoes. 2
to wear their badges.
and
Concord drapes, 2 lbs. . 25c
J. O. Swain, brother of Mrs. R- IX
I 'cars, lb
6c
Bryan, 1107 South High, is here from
5c
('anluloiipcN, each
Camp Kearney. Calif., on a visit to
(im-i- i
7c
Gage Plums, lb .
his sister. Mr. Swain, in the service
Cooklllff Annies. 6 lbs.
25c
of the United States army, will leave
Premium Oleomargarine, lb 35c
Saturday
moaning for mechanical
training at the New Mexico College
of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts,
Mesilla Valley.
James Mndjoy, negro, was sentenced
Matleoccl, Palladino&Co.
to twenty days in jail yesterday afternoon on the charge, of swinging a raGROCERIES AND MEATS
zor in front of another negro's face
001 W. Tijeras. Phones 495-49- 6
and threatening to strike him when
the two were in a North Third street
saloon. Madjoy told the xiolice yesterday that he would just as soon go
to the penitentiary as not. The police
say he is an old time offender.
L. A. Harrison, who was charged
with the theft of $164 from the safe
nt E. Maharam's store, pleaded guilty
to a charge of petty larceny before
Judge W. V. McClellan yesterday afPROMPT SERVICE.
PHONE
ter Maharam withdrew the original
76.
STRONG BLK., COPPER
Maharam withcharge against him
AND SECOND.
drew the robbery charge against the
man after he had recovered his money. The man was given a suspended
sentence with the understanding that
he would get out of town.
Tt. E- Putney nnd family are home
from a stay of about three weeks in
California, where they enjoyed the delights of ocean bathing. Mr. Putney said yesterday that he had a letter from his son, Lyman, dated July
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafe.
20, in which he stated that Battery
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 27S. A, of which organization Lyman Is a
The Royal Neighbors of America member, had gone "over the top."
will meet at 8 o'clock tonight in G:i- - The letter also said that the battery
Me hull.
had been in some of the hottest parts
Mr. and Mrs. Charles White have of the fighting recently.
returned from a month's stay in California.
WAIVE HEARING
Born Monday night to Mr. and Mrs. TWO
Ilnmon Nunez, at tho Tie plant south
ON
CATTLE STEALING
of town, a daughter.
Lionel Henjamin of the Harvey
CHARGE; BONDS FIXED
system and Mrs. Menjumln were in
last
Albuquerque
night.
Juan Montoya and Lenndro
A special meeting of the board ot
who, with Romaldo Padilla. are
managers of the Woman's club will be
with stealing cattle belonging
charged
held ut 10 o'clock this morning.
District No- 4. of the Sewing club to Indians at Tsleta, waived prelimiStates
will meet at 3 o'clock Saturday after- nary hearing before United
Dennis P. McDonald
Commissioner
noon In tne Fourth Ward school.
held
were
and
for the
The night gauze room clauses of the yesterday
Padilla
Tied Cross will not meet until further grand Jury on J2.000 balls.
on the
was
held
for
the
was
it
grand
jury
announced
notice,
yesterday.
The Woman's Relief corps will meet same bond following his hearing MonEfforts to furnish tho
in regulur session at 2:30 o'clock this day afternoon.
afternoon in the I. O. (). F. hall. Re- bonds for the men were being made
last
night.
freshments will be served.
Padilla admitted at his hearing
Miss Muybelle Lovelace, 'Bister of
T)r. W. H. Lovelace, who has been Mohday that some of the cattle had
in California for several weeks, is ex- been butchered and that he had helped drive some cattle from n reservapected to return home today.
'
J. M. Uyatt, vice president of a bunk tion at tsleta. The arrest of the
at El Paso, and W. W- Carroll also ot three, it was said yesterday, was
El Paso, were in Albuquerque Inst largely due to the efforts of C. J.
night. They will leave for El Paso Brooks, special agent for the Indian
the warrants.
service, who Issued
today,
Mrs. Tt. C. Peterson of CloVis, N. Deputy United States Marshal H. A.
M., has returned to that town, after Murphy made the arrest shortly after
the warrants were Issued.
a visit of several weeks with her
Mrs. John Fleming, 317 South
,

,

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

LOCAL ITEMS

Mon-toy-

a,

sis-ite- r,

"Walter street.
All members of the Roys

and Girls'
clubs ure requested to meet at Robinson park ut 2 o'clock Thursday afternoon to make preparations for the Labor day parade.
Sum Wagner, plasterer, who underwent an operation at St. Joseph's hospital about ten days ago, has been removed to his home. He was reported
to be doing favorably last ntght.
Ouido and Giorgio Papini, owners
of the Pastime theater, left last night
for Denver, Colo., where they go on
business connected with signing of
s
contracts for the continuation of
now being shown at the Pastime-Freshmeand Spphomorea of the
high school will register for the coming term Thursday. On Friday the
Juniors and Seniors will register. All
books to
students having second-hanBell should present them to the high
school exchange on these days.
Mrs. H. C. Corlett of Espanola. N.
M.. Is recovering from an operation
for appendlcttis which she underwent at St. Joseph's hospital a week
ago. Mrs. Corlett is the daughter of
Frank. Bond and wife of Major Corlett
of a signal corps now In France.
All neighbors of the Liberty chorus
are requested to be at the band concert at Robinson park tonight. The
chorus has been asked to sing at the
pic-ure-

d

MECHANICS

NINETEEN

LEAVE HERE SATURDAY

Blet-che-

-

Limited service men who will go to.
Camp Bowie, Tex., September 3, follow: Ramon Salazar, Raymond
Leonardo
John
Guiterrez,
Sherman, Eduardo Rambs, George W.
Green, Petronllo Jaramillo, Nick Napoleon. James Glomi and Dennis

It

HOUSE

a--

HAULS

ANYTHING

of the 1'nited

riously handicapped by lack of competent clericul help. Kptrance salaries .have been advanced, and congress
has provided accommodations at reasonable rates for all civil service employees. There is an immediate demand for ten thousand e'igibles, and
it seeniB strange that more young
people of New Mexico do not seize
this exceptional opportunity.
Do you realize what it means to
live for a few years in the Nation's
Capital? The life and color that are
always a part of life in Washington
are trebly in evidence now, during
the war. The interest there must be
to all of us in the making of history
the opportunity to be a part even
tho a small one in that history, making the nearness to countless points
of interest In the early history of our
These should inspire all
countryyoung Americans with the desire to
serve this country in Washington.
Working hours in government service are short. 9 to 4:!!0. and this
leaves one an opportunity to use his
spare time in such a way as to enrich his life for all later years. What
New Mexican does not wish to see the
White house and its illustrious occuand
pant; to visit the senate chambermemrepresentative hail, haunted byto walK
ories of America's great men;
library, the most
through the national in
the United
beautiful building
States, perhaps in the world; to climb
to the top of Washington monument
to
and look out over the fair city;
seae tht
spend a day at Mount Vernon,
the
examine
key of the Bastile or
sword presented by Frederick the
Great to Washington with the mes-in
sage. "From the oldest general
the world to the bravest"?
These are Just a few of the thronging memories that come as the writer
recalls his stay in Washington. And
when your government urges you asa
you
a patriotic duty to help, offers condigood salary, excellent living
historic
rich
setting,
tions, and this
how can you refuse? Join our ciwi
service classes at once, and spend the
coming winter in Washington. Every
student we have sent is delighted with
Parents
the work and conditions.
should urge their daughters to go.
To hold them back is to deprive them
of an experience worth as much as a
.
college course.

Ross Millinery,

M7
PHOSTB
DELIVERY
AND
CALL
BATCH'S OLD (WAND

FOR

QUICK
t'23 Went Copper.

Phone not.

Livery and saddle horses. Trimble
Red Barn.

SUITS
CLEANED,
'
pressed

$1
$1.25.

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning
0.
DeUvorj. Phone

Co.

spent some time in Albuquerque
after a visit to Santa Fe, where
he conferred with the irovernor. of
ficials of the state council of defense
and other state officials regarding the
Americ-nizatiof foreigners In this
slate. The plan is to establish schools
tor the foreigners and to eventually
make them a part of the "bodv politic."
The naturalization bureau and the
department of labor are
with the public schools in educating
the foreigners to A met lean citizen
ship and to prepare them for naturalization. This step, it Is believed, wil'
tend to make every Inhabitant of
America a 100 ner cent American.
At the schools the students are furnished with a text book containing:
knowledge of the government, as well
as items of smaller import. In fact th
students are taught everything which
will make them usefui Americans,
from primary arithmetic to the care
of children, cooking, sewing and the
manner In which the United States 'J
On May a bill was passe
governed.
In congress which gave the bureau Its
power and which even permitted the
naturalization of Germans and
This latter phase is considered
by the officials as a rather difficult
matter, relating to the bureau the
duty of determining the loyally of the
German or Hungarian,
Schools are to be established- In
New Mexico at the following points:
Santa Rita, Hurley, Tyronne, Gallup
Madrid, Des
Dawson, Silver
City.
Moines, Alomojordo and the state
college. At each of these points the
council of defense will
community
visit the foreigners, explain the schoo'
to them and urge their attendance.
Through the efforts of the educators of this state the slogan has become "stamp out illiteracy in New
Mexico by 1920,' and the officials of
the bureau have declared this is well
within the range of possibility.
In Albuquerque night schools are
to be established under supervision of
John Milne, superintendent of schools.
These schools will be held for for
eigners at least three nights of each
week and will be known as the "citiThe matter will be
zenship class.'
placed before the public through the
efforts of the county council of de
fense, churches, schools and shops
All of the foreigners will be urged to
attend the school.
Officials of the government state
will
that all loyal foreigners probably voliattend the schools of their own
they are being
tion, realizing that
given an opportunity for education, Ir
preparation for their naturalization
Where the foreigners refuse to attend
school the bureau
this preparatory
officials will investigate their record
In this country and their loyalty tc
the United States.

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal. Results are quick and certain.

I
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Fairbanks in

Thursday Only. DongUtx

SAVE iSUGAK

BELLS"

DOHILE TRoniLK"

O THEATER
LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

w anace
11

"Weekly Events"

The Red Cross at Camp Cody, Demlng, needs two men immediately.
One man must be able to do general office work and be a stenographer, the other man must have had general business experience
but no special experience is necessary.
The
Men who can serve without pay will be given tho preference.
ideal age for this work is thirty to forty-livThe Hed Cross will not take anyone in its service unless he Is physically disqualified and cannot get into the army. The life Is ideal
from a health standpoint and cured lungers .could do this work
without difficulty.
Meet me at my office in the Cromwell buildingK Albuquerque, this
morning at 10 o'clock.
e.

Albert G. Simms,
Field

X

uiiocoiaw bnop unocoiaxea

GRIMSHAW'S

(FEMALE)

qualifications

hnl

ex-

salary

ported. Address "Clerk," euro
of Journal office.

British Canadian Recruiting
Mission

.

A

--V

W.

Special Low Prices

Golden Rule

AU1U DtiKVlUJl
iv

a

USED

HOT SPRINGS
KUUrilS (Kir. .v.
NntiFv Undersigned.
CHAS. H. CLAY,

m

Jemez Hot Springs, N. M.

X

Advcrtit."

CAR SALE

Look Over the List You ll&j
rind Just What You Want.
One
Overland
Touring,
- passenger
$200
One Overland Touring,
- passenger
$250
One Dort, Touring
.$150
One Wyllis-KnlgTouring,

t

WANTED
Girl for general housework In a
small family. Apply MRS. IS.
LEWIJi-SON,
605 North Tenth St.

Council of Defense

5-

X

6-

7-

AMONG
BARGAINS
CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

MANY

to help the Allien win the war, cut your
drc8nmkliiK in half by patronlilng a
militate, who will cut, fit and haute your
dreasea. You can U the finishing. Phone

FOR SALE!
Pursuant to instructions
from the New Mexico Council of Defense, tho Adjutant
General will sell the property of the late Military
Camp on the mesa. There
are approximately 70 buildings, varying from 20x60
feet to 20x120 feet, and
water pipe, different dimensions. Persons interested will call at the camp on
Adjutant General Baca or
h i s representative
for
prices, etc. The lumber
h
consists of
and dimension lumber of all sizes
and lengths.

- passenger (an excellent
$1250
buy)

THE ABOVE.

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

710.

CO.

D
613-51-

5

W. Central.

WANTED

one-inc-

COOK AND HOrSEKEEPER .
Good salury
nt 609 West Lead.

By James Baca, Adjt. Gen.

'

LADIES
Save and help the Allies win the
war; cut your dressmaking In half
by patronizing a modiste who will
cut, tit and baste your dresses.
You can do the finishing. Phone

210V.

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Are.

li

I

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Uroken Window
Glass.
f
LUMBER
CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 421.
42S N. First.

WANTED
At once, two or three
experienced salesladies.
'
Apply at

SALESMAN
EXPERIENCED
and stock keeper' for Cotton goods
,
i
department.
;

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST
.

V

A NUMBER

I MEAD, V. CAMERON,
R. PERKY, Committee

X

irntc7
a

nt 8 p. in.
Orchestra

a

W

OF

FARM LABORERS
Want positions on farms some
are experienced hands. Employers needing men should
see the
.

Dry Goods Co

R.

Resident Officer

- ITT

to the right party.

ALL CLASSES

Da n int; Commences
Music; by Colombo

I

George Roslington

Fhone

For Boys
and Girls

Abyad Shrine w ill give a
picnic and dance on Labor day,
Monday, Sept. 2, at the l S. Indian School, to which all Masons
and their fulies are invited.
will leave Masonic
Automobiles
Temple nt 4 p. m., and any Masons desiring transportation should
phone the number In their party
by Friday, the 30th, to Mr.
1'eter Cameron, phone 14H.
Each family is expected to bring
their own lunch, but the Shrlno
will furnish refreshments.
Ha Hut

All persons wishing to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

(live

Masons
Attention

j

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

2104--

SHOES

,
American Hed Cross
('limp Cody, N. M.

Diriv-lor-

The Real Hoover Candy

fice Clerk

for advancement,

See the World.

Men Wanted for the Red
Cross

WANTED-- Of

SAVE

SCHOOL

Paramount Feature

A Great

Hncond and Central
"Grimsbaw Wants to Bee Yon"

Must be Koil typNt. Nominal
salary to start, (iood oppor-tmiit- y

Keid

of Kin"

in "Next

i

TOR THE

TIGHTS

I

Aus-trian-

X

Wc

Comedy.

"ROARING LIONS & WEDDING

y

and 2. Whiting BnUdlng
Phone No. I81.
Corner Second and Gol.

lit What

Sunshine

Mso

Naturalization,

anil Snillp.

The tiirl with the

P. C.

1

"We

A GOLDWYN

MADGE KENNEDY
in "THE SERVICE STAR"

Foreign-bor- n

ALL STYLES

,

Four suits

for

Who Desire

Dentist

1

Bryant's Delivery
SERVICE

-

B. M. wruwiAMS

120 S.

Persons woo wise to renew or take
nut membership
lit the Red Cross
ran do so by calling at Strong'! Book
GENTRY'S EGGS
6tore, O. A. Mataon A Co Grlmshaw's
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion,
and Son Jose Market: 70c dozen. or Mrs. H. B. Ferguson, or by phoninga.
the chairman of the .Membership
No. 1M1.W t

IT'S

EM

N

zenship

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

Rooms

FOR

Bureau of Naturalization to
Maintain Course in "Citi-

YOUR HAULING BY TONS
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Phone M9.

FREE

LAST TIME TODAY
House of High-clas- s
Pictures and Music

Emerick, United States natthe uralization examiner of Denver, Colo.,

Car-rlzoz-

Wanted Experienced
help. The Coverdale

Fl R

States

for appointment in less than thirty
days after the examination date. In
the case of eligibles for stenographer
and typewriter and bookkeeper examinations, all who pass ure certified at
once, for the reason that the supply
of eligibles is not equal to the demand."
The service in Washington Is se-

Car-rlzoz- o.

oom-niltte-

SPRINGER

stationery

Fourth street.

v

ROOMS
South First. Phone 221.
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Nineteen mechanics will leave Albuquerque for Mesilla Park Saturday, according to officials of the local boardThe men who will compose the contingent follow: Clarence
Fogg, Roy M. Fowel, Christmas Mar-tlnHenry Montoya, Mike Rlchar-d- l,
r.
Lester W. Welty, Harold L.
Floyd Miller, Proceso Torres,
Homer Weatherbee, Senclon Sanchez,
James C. Swain, Leland G. JJearlng,
Frank H. Hackett, Melbourne B.
Hinds, ftalph E. Lane, William Nichols. W- B. Ireland and A. V. Guiter-rez- .

All

civil service?" commission carrie
following appeal:
"The government urgently
needs
stenographers and typists. Train for
this work," In a recent letter to the
manager of the Albuquerque Business
I ollege, the president of the commission, Mr. John A. Mcllheny, writes:
"Referring to your letter of August
2, you are informed that persons who
enter stenographer and typewriter
and bookkeeper examinations for the
Departmental service in Washington,
D. C, may be assured thet Cieir papers will be rated promptly and that,
to If they qualify, they will be certified

can-vin-

STORE

ESTABLISHED

GOVERNMENT

B

EFF

SCHOOLS PULL BE

Albuquerque Honors Departing Service in Washington HanWith
dicapped by Lack of Clerical
Parade,
Contingent
and Rousing
Exercises
Help; A, B, C, Told That Demand Exceeds Supply,
Cheers at Santa Fe Station.

Hecause we have wiuermelons that (re a pleasure to eat.
C'ot n watermelon in our stores that was not ruined liy lr. (Jill.
e
He has just brought in a
wagon loaiil
There is doe today:
Fancy reaches, Concord anil other drapes,
l'lunis, etc.
We are fame butter lias advanced again this week. Hundreds of
pounds due today anil our price remains the same, lb., 4Hi; 2 lbs. !)."
U. S. Food license
o.

HOMER H. WARD
S15 Mnrble Avenue.

STEM AND

TYPISTS NEEDED

TOD RAFTED MEN

N. M.

We Now Have the
Watermelon Business

WARD'S

MORE

SF AREWELL

Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

1

MENSE

AYR.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

PHONE

1918.
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Gallup Lamp
Oerrlllos Lump

Hahn Coal Co.
PHONS

Gallop Stove
Cerrlllos Store

II

.
, ANTHRACIT&V ALL BlZES; STEAM COAL.
,
Coke, Mill Wood, J'acturj Wood, Cord Wood,. Native Klndllnf, LUna.
.

